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Abstract

This research addresses the modeling of substantially 3D planetary terrain features, such as skylights, canyons, craters, rocks, and mesas, by a surface robot. The sun lights planetary features with transient, directional illumination. For concave features like skylight pits, craters, and canyons, this can lead to dark shadows. For all terrain features, the ability to detect interest points and to match them between images is complicated by changing illumination, so seeing planetary features in the best light requires a coordinated dance with the sun as it arcs across the sky.

The research develops a process for planned-view-trajectory model building that converts a coarse model of a terrain feature and knowledge about illumination change and mission parameters into a view trajectory planning problem, plans and executes a view trajectory, and builds a detailed model from the captured images. An understanding of how view and illumination angles affect model quality is reached through controlled lighting laboratory experiments. The planning of view trajectories, (what to image, from where, and at what time), is cast as an OPTWIND, a new vehicle routing problem formulated in the thesis work. Each part of the planned-view-trajectory model building process is examined in detail, with existing tools identified and tested to solve parts of the problem, where appropriate, and new solutions implemented otherwise. The research also demonstrates planned-view-trajectory model building.

Contributions of the research include development, implementation, and demonstration of planned-view-trajectory model building, experimental determination of factors affecting model quality and formulation of view trajectory planning as a new vehicle routing problem. Datasets for planetary analog terrain and for imaging under directional lighting were also collected, totaling over 25,000 images.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

This thesis addresses the problem of robotically modeling substantially 3D planetary terrain features, such as pits, canyons, craters, rocks, and mesas. Planetary pits are interesting scientific targets, often exposing layers of bare rock in their walls, hinting at past volcanism and other subsurface processes. Skylights are rare pits that access cave entrances. Likely skylights have been identified in recent high-resolution images of the Moon and Mars [7, 8]. These discoveries open a fascinating new class of mission destinations. Skylights could provide glimpses into underground worlds beyond Earth. Crater morphology is interesting for planning rover routes and pursuing ice in permanently shadowed regions. Erosion that causes canyons and mesas exposes bedrock layers. On Mars, the recurring slope lineae (or RSL) that appear on slopes of canyons and mesas were recently identified as seasonal flows of briny liquid water [9]. Modeling these features - from a distance - as the RSLs change seasonally could be key to the search for life on Mars.

The sun illuminates planetary features with transient, directional lighting. For concave features like skylight pits, craters, and canyons, this can lead to dark shadows. For all terrain features, the ability to detect interest points and to match them between images is complicated by changing illumination, so seeing planetary features in the best light requires a coordinated dance with the sun as it arcs across the sky.

Quality models of planetary terrain features could provide great scientific and mission planning value, but building these models is challenging due to transient illumination, and there are several important questions to consider. What does a quality model of a planetary terrain feature mean, and what does it take to achieve it? How does a robot plan to model a planetary terrain feature under transient illumination? How can plans to model terrain features ensure model quality?
In this work, it is assumed that a robot has a passive, monocular camera\textsuperscript{1} to collect model data. Cameras are good for capturing high-resolution data at long distances and can be used to image faces of a feature, reconstruct terrain feature geometry, and even determine material types if the images have the right set of illumination and view angles, including relative view and illumination angles. In a planetary environment, the illumination angle is determined by the motion of the sun over time, which is well understood. View angles are determined by robot position. The planning problem is then to determine what to view, where to view from, and when, to capture images that meet illumination angle, view angle, relative illumination angle, relative view angle, and viewing distance constraints designed to improve model quality. The ordering of views is important, because of the time of day that images are taken, and also to minimize distance traveled. The research develops planned-view-trajectory model building, which converts a coarse model of a terrain feature and knowledge about illumination change and mission parameters into a view trajectory planning problem, plans and executes a view trajectory, and builds a detailed model from the captured images.

Important considerations in this problem are:

- **Illumination Angle**: The angles between the surface normal, the incident illumination, and the view vector impact model fidelity, so a planner that seeks to achieve a threshold of model fidelity must plan for illumination angle in each view.

- **Time**: Under transient illumination from the sun, the absolute time determines the angle of incident light on each surface target, so the period when illumination angles meet constraints for a given face of a terrain feature will be restricted to one or more time windows.

- **Viewing Angle**: The angle at which terrain feature patches are viewed affects the resolution of the image on the surface and model quality. So among a set of positions from which a rover can observe a target patch, some will be better than others.

- **Relative Constraints**: Relative view and illumination angles between sets of images will affect whether they can be used for stereo reconstruction.

- **Robotic Motion**: Viewing all desired faces of a feature requires robot motion. Travel on or near (in the case of a flying robot) planetary terrain is inherently risky and requires use of limited resources, so the travel distance required to complete a view trajectory matters. Maximum robot velocity determines the minimum time to travel between viewpoints, given the distance between them. Robots must also avoid obstacles, making detailed paths between viewpoints potentially expensive to compute.

\textsuperscript{1}The assumption of a monocular camera is adopted to simplify the expression of the problem. The work is also expected to be relevant to a number of other sensor configurations.
1.2 Approach

The approach posits that the choice of which images to take is the key to building good models of planetary features under transient illumination. This choice includes what to image, where to image from, and when to image, which in turn set the viewing distance, the view angle, and the illumination angle, as well as the relative view and illumination angles between images. The thesis work develops a process for planned-view-trajectory model building that converts prior data (a coarse terrain model, illumination change information, and robot limitations) into a planning problem that enables decision making on image options based on viewing distance, view angle, illumination angle, and relative view and illumination angles. The planning problem is fed to a planner, the planned view trajectory is executed, and the resulting images are used to build a detailed terrain model.

The thesis develops an understanding of how view and illumination angles affect model quality, primarily through laboratory experiments under controlled-lighting. This understanding facilitates setting limits on these factors to be used in planning.

Figure 1.2: Surface rover viewing across a skylight

The approach casts planning of view trajectories for terrain feature modeling as an instance of a new vehicle routing problem, the Orienteering Problem with Time Windows and Inter-Node Dependencies (OPTWIND). The Orienteering Problem (OP) is a long-studied vehicle routing problem that seeks to maximize reward by visiting some number of nodes, each of which has some reward, while minimizing or constraining the cost to travel between nodes [10]. The associated decision problem for the OP is NP-hard [11, 12]. The OP is distinguished from the well-known Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), in which a route must be found that visits all nodes. An extension of the Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (OPTW) restricts the times in which nodes may be visited to a given time window for each node [10]. The Generalized Orienteering Problem (GOP) modifies the Orienteering Problem by computing the total reward as a nonlinear function of the rewards at each node visited, instead of simply summing up the rewards for each node visited. Nodes have scores in a set of categories, and the score previously accumulated for a given category will determine how much a node with high a score for that category will increase the total value of the route [13, 14]. The OPTWIND extends the OPTW and the GOP by adding inter-node dependencies.

In casting view trajectory planning as an OPTWIND, nodes consist of robot sensor positions at a set of discretized times, and each position-time node has some number of visible target faces on the terrain feature. For each target face visible from a position, there are associated view and illumination angles. A view of a target face only counts toward the OPTWIND value if it meets view and illumination angle limits. Relative view and illumination angle limits can be represented in the inter-node dependencies of the OPTWIND. The approach formulates the OPTWIND and develops methods to translate real terrain-feature-modeling cases into OPTWIND instances. The thesis work develops an heuristic algorithm to solve the OPTWIND that starts with an initial feasible trajectory chosen to
take advantage of limited time window opportunities. This initial trajectory is improved with local search methods that take advantage of an understanding of categories. However, the dissertation makes no claims about the optimality or efficiency of this algorithm. Further investigation of planning methods is left to future work.

Each part of planned-view-trajectory model building is examined in detail. For some parts, solutions are identified from among existing tools and tested to ensure applicability. For other parts, new solutions are developed. Finally, planned-view-trajectory model building is demonstrated and conclusions are drawn from the work.

1.3 Thesis Statement

This thesis asserts that using planned, illumination-aware view trajectories facilitates building good models of substantially 3D planetary terrain features under transient, directional illumination with monocular imagery acquired by a surface robot.

**Planned:** All sensor views that will be used to build the model are explicitly planned in advance.

**Illumination-aware:** Planned sensor views obey illumination constraints, and views may be chosen to achieve specific illumination angles.

**View trajectories:** Planning determines a sequence of robot positions, sensor view targets, and imaging times.

**Good models:** 3D model quality meets criteria of coverage, resolution, and interest-point visibility.

**Substantially 3D:** The feature has elements (i.e. walls) that cannot be traversed by the surface rover, the feature is not planar, and all areas of interest on the feature cannot be captured in a single image.

**Terrain features:** The thesis scope covers natural terrain features and not man-made objects. Terrain features are assumed to be static at imaging distances and timescales: i.e., seasonal appearance change would be acceptable, but not fast shape change, like windblown tree branches or ocean waves.

**Transient, directional illumination:** A substantial portion of the illumination comes from a directional source, such as the sun. Illumination angle changes over time in a known way. Change in illumination over mission timescale is significant, but rate of change is slow relative to robot motion.

**Monocular imagery:** The robot-mounted sensor can be represented by a single camera frame, and it provides a different response depending on scene illumination.

**Surface robot:** The sensor is carried by a robot that operates on or near the terrain surface, not in orbit. The robot may have thresholds on traversable slope and obstacle size, or approach distance may be limited by contamination concerns.
1.4 Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions:

- Development of a process for planned-view-trajectory model building
- Investigation of modeling from laboratory and field data to inform selection of view and illumination angle constraints to use in planning
- Demonstration of planned-view-trajectory model building
- Formulation of the Orienteering Problem with Time Windows and Inter-Node Dependencies
- Image datasets for rocks under controlled, directional lighting
- Image datasets for analog terrain features

1.5 Organization

The thesis document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses related work. Chapter 3 introduces the planned-view-trajectory model building process. Chapter 4 explores what makes a good model and how view and illumination angles affect model building, including conclusions from experimental results. Chapter 5 formulates the OPTWIND problem. Chapter 6 details the planned-view-trajectory model building process and discusses how solutions were implemented or existing tools were identified and tested for each part of the process. Chapter 7 discusses demonstrations of planned-view-trajectory model building concepts. Chapter 8 draws conclusions and discusses future work. Appendix A details the campaign of controlled lighting laboratory experiments used to inform the understanding of what makes a good model. Appendix B discusses field experimentation sites. Appendix C includes the PDDL planning files used in Section 6.3.4.

1.6 Publication Note

Portions of this work have appeared in [15] and in [16].
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Introduction

View planning is fundamental to view trajectory planning for modeling large, local terrain features like planetary pits and canyon walls with images taken by surface rovers. This is especially true in the discussion of how views are represented and how potential view-viewpoint pairs are selected. Unlike much view-planning work motivated by factory applications, a rover is constrained to move on the ground and avoid obstacles. Traveling between viewpoints takes time and incurs risk. This motivates the distinction between many view planning methods and view planning for mobile robots, including view trajectory planning. Planning routes with multiple destinations is also critical to view trajectory planning for pit modeling. The Orienteering Problem, and its multiple extensions, provide insight on how to formalize view trajectory planning for pit modeling. Artificial intelligence (AI) planning and scheduling have been used in planetary missions to decide which targets to image, and in what order. AI planning and scheduling also handles time constraints, such as having a period during the day when the illumination angle on a target terrain face is in the desired range for imaging. Section 2.2 presents methods that address view planning, view planning from mobile robots, the Orienteering Problem and its extensions, and AI planning and scheduling.

An understanding of how the model will be built from the planned images is also critical when planning images for model building. Modeling is addressed with a brief treatment in Section 2.3. Current methods used to build models from planetary mission data are discussed, along with techniques for building models from many images, and techniques for taking advantage of illumination.
2.2 Planning

2.2.1 View Planning

Planning a view trajectory requires a representation of view. This is informed by prior work in view planning. What a view sees, (view target), where it is seen from, (viewpoint), which is camera position and orientation, and how a view is created are all important.

Tarabanis, Allen and Tsai researched view planning for inspecting specific target features on known objects in a factory environment [17]. They make the distinction between generate and test view planning methods, where a set of viewpoint parameters are generated and tested to determine the view target, and synthesis methods, where viewpoint parameters are calculated for each given view target. They identify three components of the view planning problem: the sensor parameters, the sensor and object models, and the feature detectability constraints. Under sensor parameters, they include sensor and illumination position and orientation, as well as more camera-specific parameters such as aperture, focal length, exposure time, gain, and spectral transmittance. Alternately, in planning for pit modeling, only sensor position and orientation and illumination angle are considered. In this research, camera-specific parameters are considered to be fixed. Camera field of view is important for determining what target area can be covered in a single image, but this thesis work assumes that the camera is focused at infinity (such that the distance from the target only affects ground resolution, not focus). A single view can consist of several images in a high dynamic range (HDR) bracket if needed (so exposure time can be ignored).

Sensor and object models may contain models of image formation, geometry of the target object, and photometric information about the target material [17]. The thesis work uses a pinhole camera model and assumes that there is some, perhaps coarse, prior model of the terrain feature. Constraints on illumination and view angle may implicitly encode knowledge of a terrain feature. For example, if for the set of materials from which the feature is expected to be composed, there are known illumination angle ranges that will not produce good images, those ranges could be excluded by absolute illumination angle constraints.

Feature detectability constraints include whether there is line of sight to the feature, and whether the sensor field of view is sufficient to have the feature in frame, focus, resolution, and distortion [17]. In planned-view-trajectory modeling, line of sight, field of view, and resolution are considered in determining what positions can actually view a target. Distortion is handled through view angle constraints.

View planning methods can be broadly categorized as model-based and non-model-based [18]. Model-based methods, like view trajectory planning for pits assume some a priori model of the object or feature to be modeled. In non-model based methods there is no a priori model.

How the view target is represented also matters. This could be based on volume, surface area, or small features of specific interest. Methods that model polyhedral objects often use target vertices and edges in view planning, and assume a constant normal vector for faces. For more irregular targets, such as planetary pits, the volume or surface area that views observe could be discretized finely or coarsely into voxels or planar faces representing surface
Sakane and Sato present HEAVEN, a system for planning camera and illumination positions for active photometric stereo [19]. They assume an object with known coarse position, but with uncertainty in position and orientation, and seek to reconstruct its surface normals. They need three light source positions, and these must be sufficiently different for photometric stereo to succeed. With a Gaussian sphere, they predict surface normals and compute a combination of estimated reliability and detectability metrics. These are used to determine light source placement. They use a generate and test method with virtual geodesic domes around the object to provide a set of potential positions for the camera and light sources. Camera and light source positions are then implemented by robotic arms. In the pit modeling problem, photometric stereo would translate to a requirement to take three images of a target, with relative constraints on illumination angle (they must be sufficiently different) and on view angle (should all be the same view angle, or sufficiently close).

Solomon and Ikeuchi also plan sensor and illumination positions for photometric stereo reconstruction of objects in a factory setting [20, 21, 22]. The inputs to their system are a prior model of the object to be modeled, a sensor noise model, and a reflectance model. They assume that light rays are parallel. Although not strictly true due to sun diameter, parallel light rays are also a reasonable assumption for illumination from the sun in the pit modeling case, due to the sun’s great distance from the target. Solomon and Ikeuchi determine an exact cover of each face (described by its normal) by a set of light sources placed in an icosahedron centered on the object to be inspected (using a heuristic that seeks to minimize the number of measurements required). Camera position is chosen from a set of possible viewpoints (a generate and test method) to minimize the foreshortening of any faces visible in that view. Additional views are added until all faces to be inspected are covered.

Cowan and Bergman model polygonal objects with a lower bound on resolution by using a synthesis method in which camera positions lie on the intersection of spheres (with radius determined by the maximum distance for a given resolution) centered at vertices on the polygon’s convex hull [23]. They compute a region of acceptable light source positions, using limits on minimum and maximum distance to get a goal intensity of reflected light, and subtracting out regions that would result in the camera seeing specular reflections. Specular reflections depend on angle between the surface normal and the incoming light, which they assume is a point source. In planning for pit modeling, the distance between the light source (the sun) and the target is not controllable, but a range of illumination angles are available, depending on time of day, so a “region of acceptable light source placement” is handled by absolute constraints on illumination angle for imaging a particular terrain face, which in turn determines the times when the face can be imaged.

Tarabanis, Allen and Tsai use a synthesis method for determining camera position, orientation and imaging parameters that computes regions in 8-dimensional space in which target features are visible, then optimizes over this space to find the point farthest from the bounds of the region [17]. Choosing such points that are far from the edges that separate acceptable from unacceptable views makes the method more robust to uncertainty. This is important for planned-view-trajectory modeling. It is addressed by the choice of potential robot posi-
tions, by ensuring that target terrain faces are smaller than what a camera could cover in one view, and by selecting view and illumination angles that are somewhat conservative. It is, however, not explicitly considered in planning.

Scott, Roth, and Rivest survey view planning methods for 3D object reconstruction using active triangulation range sensors [18]. For model-based methods, they categorize methods as using set theory, graph theory, or computational geometry. Set theory methods use a visibility matrix to encode which surface features on the target are visible from which viewpoints. Graph theory methods use aspect graphs, where aspect is defined as the set of viewpoints that have qualitatively the same view, and arcs connect adjacent aspects in the graph. Computational geometry methods use the art gallery problem, which looks for the minimum number and placement of guards to see all internal walls of an art gallery. Planned-view-trajectory modeling requires a form of visibility matrix to represent which faces of the target terrain feature are visible from which positions.

Non-model-based methods often take a “next-best-view” approach. Given what has been seen so far, the approach generates the next-best-view that provides the most new information. In some cases, overlap with existing data to facilitate model building is also considered [24]. Overlap between views is also important for planned-view-trajectory modeling. This is especially true if one coherent model is desired instead of a set of discrete, 3D faces. Overlap is addressed by setting target terrain face sizes smaller than the camera’s view, but it is not explicitly considered in planning.

Scott, Roth, and Rivest divide non-model-based approaches into surface-based, global, and volumetric methods [18]. Surface-based methods include those that look at occlusion edges - these are where (1) the object to be modeled goes beyond the edge of the sensor field of view, or where parts of the object are (2) occluded in the sensor’s view or (3) shadowed by other parts of the object. Other surface-based methods are those that keep the sensor close to the object and follow its contours, and those that model the object with parametric surfaces and select views based on the areas with the greatest uncertainty. Global methods include the use of a mass vector chain, where the observed object is segmented into patches with weighted normal vectors and the next-best-view is the negative of the cumulative mass vector chain, and intermediate space representations, which encode a virtual surface between the object and the sensor.

Volumetric methods include voxel occupancy. Kruse, Gutsche and Wahl present a method for planning sensor views to explore a previously unknown 3D space where each voxel in a 3D grid is marked as either occupied, free or unknown [25]. The value of a given view is evaluated by estimating the size of the unknown regions that become known after the measurement and determining the distance between that view and the current position in robot configuration space. Ray tracing estimates the size of unknown regions that can be seen in a given view, using a relatively small number of rays to limit computation time. An early effort at pit modeling by the author of this thesis used a similar voxel-based approach with occupied, free or unknown voxels [26]. Given the large size of planetary pits, canyons, mesas, and craters, any fine voxel discretization will quickly become very expensive in terms of memory and computation, and in the work in [26], voxelizations smaller than about 0.5m/pixel were
found to be infeasible.

Octrees, which encode space more efficiently than voxels, are used in other volumetric methods [18]. Space-carving is a volumetric method applied mainly to sensors with limited range. The volumetric method of solid geometry, used in many CAD packages, does well with complex geometry, but it can only subtract, and not add volume.

For most work in planning viewpoints and illumination, the illumination is either out of the planner’s control and generally not important to the problem, or completely under the planner’s control, meaning that any illumination settings can be selected at any time [23, 17, 20, 21, 22]. This differs from view trajectory planning, where there are a set of potential illumination conditions, but they happen at specific times. This means that the planner can select illumination conditions that are advantageous to the model-building objective, but it cannot necessarily capture views of all target faces under the same illumination condition, since transient illumination conditions do not last indefinitely.

Much early work in view planning centered around factory inspection and modeling tasks. While Kruse, Gutsche and Wahl used a metric of distance traveled between the current sensor configuration and the next view, most classical view planning methods do not. The most optimal views can be selected no matter what positions they are captured from, and the order can be determined based on metrics like information gain. For a mobile robot, choosing the next view from an information-optimal perspective without consideration for distance and navigation contingencies may produce unreasonably long paths. Discussion of view planning applied to mobile robots can be found in Section 2.2.2.

2.2.2 View Planning from Mobile Robots

Next best view has been applied to the robotic exploration of unknown environments [27]. Sawhney, Krishna and Srinathan use the amount of visible (but yet unseen) terrain combined with distance to determine the next best view for individuals in a multi-robot team. They find that the metric computed as (amount of unseen terrain)/distance is the most successful out of several evaluated [28]. This method was tried for pit modeling in the work described in [26], but it produced long path lengths for a single rover.

Moorehead introduces the Multiple Information Metrics Exploration Planner [29]. He describes robotic exploration as a Prize-Collecting Traveling Salesman problem. The salesman gets a prize for visiting each city, but incurs a cost for travel between cities; prizes in each city are independent. Prizes in his work are the expected information gain at each location, and thus they change as the robot travels and information is gathered, so they are not independent. This is also the situation in planning for terrain feature modeling. Two positions may have views of multiple terrain faces, with some overlap. Once one of these positions has been visited and the views visible from that position have been taken, the other will not have views to as many unseen faces.

Model-based view planning methods have also been applied to mobile robots. Hollinger et al. use uncertainty to plan sensor views for a ship inspection robot [30, 31]. They use a Gaussian process to model the surface of the ship hull. In their case, the cost of viewing is higher than the cost of moving between viewpoints, which is not the case with pit modeling.
Englot and Hover address the same ship inspection task [32]. They address view planning as a coverage sampling problem and then address the multi-goal planning problem once the set of views are decided. For the coverage sampling problem, they use a generate and test method. Robot view configurations are randomly sampled, and they seek to build a feasible covering set for the modeled target from among the set of sampled views such that each geometric primitive is observed a requisite number of times. For the multi-goal planning problem, they use a Lazy Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) solver on the assumption that the cost of planning point-to-point routes is high relative to the cost of solving the TSP, since there are relatively few viewpoints (100-200). This may also be the case for view trajectory planning for pit modeling. An algorithm that does not require a full set of path lengths before starting and can instead request that path lengths be computed only as they are needed could be advantageous.

Blaer and Allen present a view planning method for a robot that travels in 2D and models buildings in 3D [33]. Their algorithm has two phases: one model-based using a 2D footprint of a building as a prior model. They select a set of views to cover the building walls from the 2D model, and then use a Traveling Salesman Problem heuristic solver to generate a path between these views. After collecting all the initially planned views with a 3D LIDAR scanner, they then transition to a Next Best View phase, where they seek to improve the model from the first phase.

Wang, Krishnamurti, and Gupta present the Metric Traveling View Planning Problem and demonstrate through L-reduction to the Set Cover Problem that it is $O(\log m)$ inapproximable, where $m$ is the number of surface patches [34].

Estlin et al. address the rover mission-activity planning problem: choosing which rocks a robot will view from a set of interesting scientific targets, and in what order [35]. Science targets are selected by a decision layer and then ordered using a TSP heuristic solver. A global path planner provides distance estimates, to get from point to point. These distance estimates are used by the TSP solver. Extensive research addresses the planning of robot paths to go from a start position to a goal. These methods often rely on planning through a graph, where positions in space are the vertices and the costs to go between them (sometimes purely distance) are the edges. Once this graph is constructed, the planner can take advantage of simple graph search techniques, such as Breadth-First Search, Depth-First Search, or Dijkstra’s Algorithm, or faster methods that take advantage of heuristics, like $A^*$ [36]. Some methods, like D*, seek to facilitate fast re-planning if the robot encounters unseen obstacles or strays from its intended trajectory by planning from the goal to the start and caching multiple paths from the goal [37, 38]. View trajectory planning takes advantage of existing technology for planning point-to-point paths, using knowledge of terrain obstacles, and this thesis does not make fundamental contributions to point-to-point path planning.

Smith also addresses the rover mission activity planning problem [39]. He describes it as an over-subscription planning problem, where there are too many goals for the time or resources available. Planning for terrain feature modeling is somewhat similar, in that there are far more positions with views of terrain than a robot should visit, though this is partly because positions will have overlapping sets of visible targets. Even if the robot covers
all target faces, which may not be possible depending on day length and robot resources, it would not have visited every potential position to do so. While Estlin et al. assume that once the planner decides which targets will be viewed (and which will not), the set of activities is fixed and it can be handed over to a TSP solver [35], the order in which the rover chooses to sample the rocks will determine the distance it has to travel to get to each rock, and that determines the cost for each investigation activity. So, as Smith notes, the problem is more properly described as an Orienteering Problem instead of TSP. His method solves the Orienteering Problem as an intermediate step in planning. This enables the determination of path to impact the plan of which rocks should be visited. Pedersen, et al. use the same Orienteering Problem approach as Smith for rover mission activity planning [40].

Methods that combine view and path planning generally do not take time into account, except to minimize the total time required to complete the task. For terrain feature modeling under transient illumination, time is critical, since the time at which images are taken will determine whether or not they are valuable.

2.2.3 The Orienteering Problem and Extensions

The Orienteering Problem (OP), mentioned briefly in the previous section, is similar to the Traveling Salesman Problem, but in this case the agent does not have to visit every goal position, and each goal position provides some reward [41]. The agent seeks to maximize reward while minimizing path length. The OP has also been called the selective traveling salesman problem, the prize-collecting traveling salesman problem, the maximum collection problem, the bank robber problem, the TSP with profits. It is a special case of the Resource Constrained TSP [10].

Vansteenwegen, Souffriau, and Oudheusden provide a survey of approaches to the OP and several of its extensions [10]. In the formulation discussed by Vansteenwegen et al., the starting and ending nodes for the orienteering problem are fixed. Each node has an associated reward, and each edge has an associated travel time. The goal is to maximize reward within a time budget, $T_{max}$. Methods for solving the Orienteering Problem often involve finding a feasible path, and then doing a local search to improve the feasible path. The local search often alternates between trying to improve the reward while staying under a maximum distance traveled, and trying to reduce the distance traveled. Common methods to increase reward try to insert nodes already in the path or swap nodes in the path with nodes not in the path. Common methods to reduce distance try to remove edges and replace them with other edges, or exchange nodes to save travel distance. An extension of the OP is the Team Orienteering Problem (TOP), where instead of a single agent there are multiple agents and each one has a route [10].

While the OP is similar to the view trajectory planning, the view trajectory planning problem also has time constraints on when goal positions can be visited to achieve rewards. This is more similar to the Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (OPTW), in which each node can only be visited during a certain time window. Methods to solve the OP do not always translate well to the OPTW [10]. In particular, swapping nodes with other nodes
is complicated by the fact that they may not have equivalent time windows. Karbowska-Chilinska and Zabielski use a genetic algorithm to solve the OPTW [42].

Planning view trajectories could be formulated as an OPTW, with nodes being a combination of position and coarse time divisions, and the time window being defined over the coarse time division. The value of each node would then be dependent on whether the illumination was good on the faces visible from a node’s position at that node’s time. However, the OPTW does not reflect the fact that the value of a node can change based on what nodes were visited previously, which can happen when visits to previous nodes have collected all the images necessary to model a particular terrain face.

The Team Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (TOPTW) combines the TOP with the OPTW. Since this pit modeling work only considers a single rover, the team extensions of OP are not relevant. The TOPTW has also been applied to solve multi-day OPTW problems, assuming that the agent must start and end from pre-determined locations each day. This makes sense when considering the agent as a tourist, salesman, or delivery man. He would have to return to a hotel or to the depot each day. It makes less sense in the case of a planetary rover which will spend the night wherever it happens to be when night falls and continue the next day where it left off.

Mennell introduces the Sequence Dependent Team Orienteering Problem (SDTOP) [43]. In this problem, the value of a route depends on the order in which nodes were visited. For example, if node 5 is visited before node 7, a value of 10 would be added to the score, but if node 7 were visited before node 5, a value of 15 would be added. Planning for pit modeling differs from the SDTOP in that, while absolute time matters, the sequence in which two nodes were visited does not affect the overall value, though it may affect the total distance traveled.

The Target Visitation Problem (TVP) was introduced by Grundel and Jeffcoat, and further analyzed by Arulselvan, Commander, and Pardalos [44, 45]. In the TVP, nodes have different values that is somewhat time dependent. The example given is a surveillance task for an aerial vehicle where intelligence suggests that a terrorist may be in a set of different locations, but there are different probabilities of him being in each location. Thus, the value is greater if the high-probability locations are visited first, but all locations should be checked, and there is a desire to minimize distance traveled. Arulselvan, Commander, and Pardalos use a hybrid genetic algorithm to solve the TVP. Like for the SDTOP, ordering matters in the TVP, where it does not in planning for pit modeling.

In the Multi Constrained Team Orienteering Problem with Time Windows, visits to each node also have specified durations and entry fees. Nodes are also sorted into categories, and once a given number of nodes in a category have been visited, additional nodes in that category are not valuable. Sylejmani, Dorn, and Musliu use the Tabu Search metaheuristic to solve the MCTOPTW [46]. Tabu search uses a number of moves that can potentially improve the path. “Tabu” memory keeps track of moves that cannot be performed for a certain number of iterations, which tends to diversify the search. They also use a technique of fast constraint checking to ensure that constraints (time windows, nodes per category, etc.) are not violated. In view trajectory planning, there is a desired number of views for
each face. The problem could potentially be formulated as an MCTOPTW, but this would require that each position-time-view combination be a separate node, which may not be desirable. Not only would this greatly increase the number of nodes in the problem, but if a rover is at a given position, it makes sense to capture all the views associated with that position (or at least all the views of unseen faces or those that meet constraints with prior views of a face), and the MCTOPTW does not capture this connection between faces viewable from the same position. The MCTOPTW also does not handle the idea of relative constraints on angles between nodes.

In the generalized orienteering problem (GOP), the total score is a nonlinear function of the vertices visited [14, 13]. Specifically:

\[ Z = \sum_{g=1}^{m} W_g \left\{ \sum_{i \in P} [S_g(i)]^k \right\}^{\frac{1}{k}} \]

(2.1)

This function sums over all nodes in the path \( P \). Each node has a set of scores \( S_g \) in different categories. The example given is a tourist planning a trip who wants to see attractions that each have some score for natural beauty, cultural heritage, shopping, etc. Given that the tourist has seen several attractions with high scores in natural beauty, additional attractions with high natural beauty may not be as interesting anymore. Each tourist may have his or her own weightings, \( W_g \) for each type of score. This function tends to level off in score for each category as the number of nodes visited increases with high scores in that category increases. Wang, Golden and Wasil use a genetic algorithm to solve the GOP [14].

Planning view trajectories is similar to the GOP. Given position-time nodes with scores determined by the faces visible from that location, if a face has already been viewed many times, it should not increase the node’s score. However, there is an additional level of dependency between nodes in planning view trajectories for pit modeling. If the goal is to get stereo depth reconstruction for each face, then there are two views required for each face. After the first view of a face, the second view would be of value if it meets the relative view angle constraints for stereo or no value if it did not. The GOP also does not include time windows. This thesis work thus seeks to extend the GOP and the MCTOPTW and define a new problem, the Orienteering Problem with Time Windows and Inter-Node Dependencies (OPTWIND), that handles inter-node dependencies such as relative constraints on view or illumination angle for a face viewable from multiple nodes.

### 2.2.4 AI Planning and Scheduling

Research in AI Planning and Scheduling has developed many general-purpose planners. Individual planners are often designed such that they can solve a range of problems across many domains. Some of these planners might be able to solve the OPTWIND.

AI Planning and Scheduling have successfully been used to plan operations for space missions. The Remote Agent Experiment (RAX) on Deep Space 1 pioneered spacecraft autonomy. Its planning and scheduling software was able to access a database of long-term mission goals and plan its activities over a multiple day span [47]. The Planner/Scheduler
(PS) searches over the plan space to determine the most optimal plan given its constraints and goals. It also predicts the state of the craft over the course of the plan, including resource levels [48]. For Deep Space 1, each component of the spacecraft state vector was represented as a timeline, as were the spacecraft resources. Tokens on timelines represent a period when the variable or resource holds a certain value. Constraints were defined between timelines.

Frank and Jónsson present the Constraint-based Attribute and Interval Planning (CAIP) framework, as well as an implementation of this framework, the Extendable Uniform Remote Operations Planning Architecture (EUROPA) [49, 50]. EUROPA is a descendent of the Deep Space 1 planner. It also uses tokens and constraints. In the CAIP framework, constraints are represented as procedures, and arbitrary functions can be expressed as relations between variables of the procedure. If all variables in a procedure’s scope are given single values (as opposed to a set of possible values), then it must give a definitive answer. EUROPA is used for planning and constraint enforcement in the Mixed-Initiative Activity Plan Generator (MAPGEN), a mixed-initiative planner-scheduler introduced for the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) mission [51]. Similar systems have been developed for the Phoenix and Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) missions.

The planner-schedulers of Deep Space 1, MER, Phoenix, and MSL consider constraints. Constraint consideration is important for view trajectory planning in the feature modeling case. The priors handle time, which is also critical for planned-view-trajectory modeling, but they tend to have a large degree of temporal concurrency. This temporal concurrency is not present in view trajectory planning for pit modeling - at least not in the OPTWIND formulation. As far as the OPTWIND is concerned, the rover does only one thing at a time, either viewing or driving. It could be argued that the rover used for pit modeling will have to do planning and scheduling with temporal-concurrency for the same reasons the Mars rovers do. For example, a rover may have a requirement to heat the camera to operating temperature before taking images, and it may do that while driving to a viewpoint position. However, the basic OP is already NP-hard (when cast as a decision problem). As the number of view targets, positions, and time increments grows, planning view trajectories for pit modeling will become quite computationally complex. Trying to solve this problem concurrently with a large set of temporal concurrency constraints is probably not wise. Just as the Mars rovers handle activity planning and path planning separately, detailed activity planning could be done for each drive segment between viewpoints, once the set of viewpoints and times are known.

Many AI planners use the Planning Domain Description Language (PDDL) to represent planning domains and problems. This is the language used by the International Planning Competition, so it is widely used among general-purpose planners. Although frequent users of PDDL often refer to the domain description as a ‘model’, this thesis will exclusively use the word ‘domain’ to avoid confusion with 3D terrain models. PDDL has evolved over the years to include more and more capabilities. Originally developed to deal with Booleans, for example (at ?roverA ?locationB) would be true if rover A was currently at location B, and false otherwise, it was expanded in PDDL 2.1 to include numeric expressions and plan metrics [52]. Durative actions - actions that take time - were also added with 2.1.
Durative actions would be important in the terrain feature modeling case, because rover travel between locations takes time. Plan metrics could be used to improve the quality of the planned model, or to minimize distance. The use of numeric expressions could also be useful for representing view and illumination angle constraints. In version 2.2, timed initial literals were added [53]. These enable the representation of variables that change state based on time, rather than solely due to the planning agent’s actions. PDDL 3 added soft goals (or preferences) and trajectory constraints [54]. Soft goals could be used to represent that it is preferred that all faces of a terrain feature are viewed, but plans can still achieve partial success if they do not view all faces. PDDL 3.1, the current version, added object fluents, which are not expected to be needed for terrain feature modeling.

Many planners work with PDDL 3.0, including SGPlan 5 and SGPlan 6 [54, 55]. SGPlan 6 builds from SGPlan 5 and is set up to solve both temporal and non-temporal planning problems [55]. Problems may have soft goals, derived predicates, and ADL features. Both SGPlan 5 and SGPlan 6 generated successful plans for a very simplified version of the terrain feature modeling problem, as described in Section 6.3.3.1.

AI planning and scheduling offer algorithms for general planning problems. Before using these tools, however, a real-world problem (selecting what to image, from where, and at what time to build a good terrain feature model) must be formalized into a problem that the planner/scheduler can understand. If all the key elements of the real-world problem are not represented in what the planner sees, or if the planner is not set up to address these key elements, the planner is not likely to produce a good solution. For example, potential locations and transit times are easy to represent in PDDL, but inter-node dependencies are not.

### 2.3 Model Building

An important part of planned-view-trajectory model building is understanding how illumination and view angles affect model quality. This work looks at stereo reconstruction as a model-building method.

For stereo reconstruction, two very similar view angles to a target will produce poor-quality depth information, but it may be difficult to match features between images from two very different view angles. So for stereo, there are both minimum and maximum constraints on relative view angle to get a good quality reconstruction. Matching features between images can also fail if the illumination angles in the two images are too different.

To reconstruct the optical properties of terrain, at least 4 distinct measurements are required (given a Torrance Sparrow model for the BRDF [56]), and these measurements should be sufficiently different in the space of possible illumination and view angles. This means that images at different lighting angles would be needed.

Stereo reconstruction has been done from orbit in planetary missions. In this case, the difference in view needed for stereo is achieved by moving and tilting the spacecraft. One stereo reconstruction method for orbital images is the open-source Ames Stereo Pipeline [57, 58]. Ames Stereo Pipeline is used to construct coarse prior models of a pit in Section 6.1.
Stereo from orbit is also similar to the consideration of stereo in this terrain feature modeling work, and can be contrasted against parallel stereo that achieves a difference in view based on camera separation perpendicular to the view direction. The larger the distance is between the cameras and the view target, the wider this separation, or baseline, must be. Stereo between multiple robot positions is used for terrain feature modeling because of the distances involved in viewing across pits or canyons.

The modeling of Victoria Crater by the MER Opportunity is an example of how planetary rovers currently model terrain features [59, 60]. Waypoints for Opportunity were chosen by operators on Earth instead of being planned autonomously. Both MER and MSL carry multiple stereo pairs of cameras, so stereo (over a short baseline) is commonly used. Bundle adjustment is also used for these rovers, to register image sets over the course of a rover trajectory [61].

Depending on the desired spatial resolution of the final model, a terrain feature model could be composed of many images. An effective pipeline for modeling large features with large numbers of images on Earth consists of open source Bundler [62, 63] for bundle adjustment (structure from motion), and CMVS/PMVS multi-view stereo software [64, 65]. Their work has been demonstrated in reconstruction of tourist destinations like the Colosseum in Rome and the Piazza San Marco in Venice using thousands of tourist photos. VisualSFM is another option for structure from motion that can also be used with CMVS/PMVS [66, 67]. Bundler, VisualSFM, and CMVS/PMVS are all used in reconstruction of planetary analog terrain features in this thesis, as discussed in Section 6.4. Other modeling software options used or evaluated in the thesis work include OpenMVG and Multi-View Environment (MVE) [68, 69]. Further discussion of these model building methods can be found in 6.4.1.

Another key part of automated model building is how features (here meaning keypoints or interest points as opposed to the “terrain features” in this document) are detected and described for matching between images. This work uses SIFT for feature detection and matching [70]. SIFT tends to be fairly robust to scale variation (changes in viewing distance), some changes in view angle, and changes in overall image brightness. Feature detection and matching methods generally do not consider change in illumination angle from a directional light source. Even for humans, illumination angle variations can cause differences in how well terrain formations can be identified on planetary surfaces [71]. One of the goals of this thesis work is thus to better understand how directional lighting impacts feature detection and matching.
Chapter 3

Planned-View-Trajectory Model Building

Planned-view-trajectory model building takes inputs: terrain data, time information, illumination trajectories, and robot restrictions, converts them into a planning problem, plans a view trajectory that ensures view and illumination angle limits are obeyed, executes the planned view trajectory to capture images, and constructs a detailed model from the captured images. The process is shown in Fig. 3.1.

View trajectories consist of a sequence of view targets (what to image), sensor positions (where to image from), and times (when to image). In order to plan view trajectories, real-world inputs must first be translated into a format that enables a planner make decisions based on parameters, (view angle, illumination angle, viewing distance, and relative view and illumination angles between images), that affect model quality. Inputs include a terrain data (such as orbital imagery or LIDAR elevation models), information about the time (start and end) during which the modeling task must be completed, the trajectory of illumination direction over time for the terrain feature to be modeled, and robot operating restrictions (such as maximum slope, maximum traversable obstacle size, or minimum approach distance due to contamination concerns). Potential robot positions may also be provided as input.

From inputs, problem setup generates a coarse prior model of the terrain, discretizes this coarse model into planar faces, discretizes time, computes the illumination angles on each face at each discretized time, finds a set of robot positions (if this set is not given as input), computes which faces can be viewed from which robot positions as well as associated view angles, and computes path lengths between robot positions. Part of the problem setup also involves setting a value function that gives a value for a plan based on the predicted value of the detailed model built from the planned images.

Planning determines a view trajectory. It seeks to optimize the value function. Execution of the view trajectory happens when a robot on a planetary body captures images for all the views in the view trajectory, though in this thesis work, view trajectory execution was simulated by selecting subsets of images of planetary analog features.

The final part of the planned-view-trajectory model building process is the construction of the detailed model. This is done using structure from motion techniques to build a
sparse reconstruction and then dense reconstruction techniques to build the detailed model. Meshing techniques may optionally be applied to convert a point cloud from the dense reconstruction into a surface model.

In the following sections, a formulation of planned-view-trajectory model building is presented, using a simple model of a skylight pit. More detail for each part of the process is presented in Chapter 6.

3.1 Input

Terrain data in the simple example case consists of a single orbital image of a skylight pit (see Fig. 3.2). The dimensions of the pit can be estimated based on the image resolution, and the depth can be estimated from the shadow position.

Time information consists of the length of daylight - for the Moon this is 14.77 Earth days, or about 354 hours - as well as start and end times for the modeling mission, and a desired number of divisions to consider for the mission period. This last is based on the insight that, while illumination changes continuously with time, over the time scales required to take a single view, which may be less than a second up to a minute or more for high dynamic range imaging, illumination does not change that much. The number of time divisions should be set such that within each time division, the illumination can be considered essentially the same for purposes of planning. This could mean that the illumination angle on a face of terrain changes less than some threshold (5 degrees, 20 degrees, etc.), or that the set of
illuminated faces does not change more than some threshold, which in turn depends on face size.

The illumination trajectory is computed from time information and a given latitude. The sun is assumed to travel 360 degrees relative to the pit in one day length, in a plane that is latitude degrees from vertical. One light vector is computed for the center of each time division.

Restrictions on rover travel include a maximum distance traveled in a single time division and a minimum distance that a rover must maintain from the pit edge. The upper bound on maximum distance traveled is set by the maximum rover speed, but the value is set much lower for this work to account for other un-modeled mission considerations.

3.2 Problem Setup

The first step in problem setup is to convert the terrain data into a coarse model of the feature. This coarse model could be as simple as a cylinder projected down to the depth of a feature (for a pit) or its height (for a rock), which can be estimated from shadows. Of course, more accurate prior models enable better prediction of view and illumination angles, so more accurate coarse models are preferred. If elevation models from orbital LIDAR or stereo exist, they can be trimmed down to create the coarse model of the feature. If multiple orbital images of the feature exist, stereo or multi-view stereo models can be specifically created to get the coarse model for planned-view-trajectory model building. Here, the prior coarse model of pit geometry consists of a cylinder with a radius and height (see Fig. 3.3). The cylinder represents pit walls, and pit floor is not considered.

Before planning, the coarse a priori model, illumination, timing, and rover travel restrictions must be converted into a formally-defined view trajectory planning world, \( \mathcal{W} \). The view trajectory planning world \( \mathcal{W} \) is defined as a tuple \( (\mathcal{T}, \mathcal{L}, \mathcal{P}) \), where \( \mathcal{T} = t_1, t_2, ..., t_N \) is the set of light times in the mission timeframe, \( \mathcal{L} = l_1, l_2, ..., l_M \) is the set of locations that a rover can take views from, \( \mathcal{P} = p_1, p_2, ..., p_Q \) is the set of target faces. The functions \( \alpha(l_i, p_j) \), \( s(t_i, p_j) \), and \( d(l_i, l_j) \) are defined in this world, where \( \alpha(l_i, p_j) \) is the view angle from rover position \( l_i \) to face \( p_j \), or \( \infty \) if \( p_j \) is not visible from \( l_i \), \( s(t_i, p_j) \) is the solar illumination angle of face \( p_j \) at time \( t_i \), and \( d(l_i, l_j) \) is the path distance from location \( l_i \) to location \( l_j \).
The pit surface is discretized into a set of planar faces of uniform width and height, depending on a specified number of divisions vertically and angularly around the cylinder. The face width and height are computed based on the number of divisions. Normal vectors and positions for the center of each face are computed (see Fig. 3.4 for a coarse surface area discretization and Fig. 3.5 for a finer discretization).

For each light vector (one for each time division), a set of potentially lit faces is computed, such that the angle between the light vector and the face normal is less than 90 degrees. Each potentially lit face is then checked against the set of faces that could potentially occlude it to determine if it is shadowed. Only the center of the face is considered for this illumination computation. For faces lit at a given time, information about the illumination angles is stored. An example of lighting for a pit at 45 degrees north latitude that is 100m deep and 87m in radius can be seen in Fig. 3.5, with red indicating lit faces and blue indicating unlit faces.

While the illumination angle relative to a face normal can be represented by a single number, at least two numbers are required in the representation to enable computation of relative illumination angles in 3D. For example, for a given set of illumination vectors $\hat{i}_1$ and $\hat{i}_2$ with the same angle relative to the face normal $s$, if they point in the same direction,
the relative illumination angle will be zero. If $\hat{i}_1$ is rotated by positive $s$ about $x$ axis from the face normal and $\hat{i}_2$ is rotated by $-s$ about the $x$ axis, the relative illumination angle will be $2s$. If the two vectors are rotated about different axes, the relative illumination angle will be something else. Two values, (which might represent rotation about $x$ and rotation about $y$, or azimuth and elevation), would be sufficient to reconstruct a unit vector for illumination direction. Illumination angles in $x$ and $y$ could also be compared directly, ensuring that neither angle goes above (or below) the threshold value. This approach avoids doing trigonometric computations during plan time, but thresholds may have to be set more conservatively. For example, the vectors $[0, -0.707, 0.707]$ and $[0.707, 0, 0.707]$ would have angles $(45, 0)$ and $(0, 45)$, respectively. If the threshold on maximum relative angle is 45 degrees in $x$ and $y$, this pair of illumination conditions would pass. However, the angle between these two vectors is actually 60 degrees. The maximum thresholds on relative angle in $x$ and $y$ would have to be set lower than 45 degrees to ensure a relative angle of 45 degrees or less. For simplicity of presentation, illumination is represented by a single angle in this
section, with the understanding that actual implementation would need to compare both $x$ and $y$ angles or directly compute the relative angle between two illumination vectors.

Potential robot positions may be provided as input, generated to cover the set of potential viewpoints in a systematic way (i.e., on a grid or in a ring around a pit), or synthesized from the set of view targets. This example shows synthesis from a set of view targets. Positions are computed based on views that look directly across the pit (see Fig. 3.4). The distance from the pit edge is computed as the maximum distance at which the rover can see a certain number of vertical faces. For example, if the pit had been discretized into 3 divisions vertically, there would be three rover positions directly across from each angular division. The farthest away from the pit edge would see only the top face in the angular division directly across the pit. The middle position would see the top two faces. The position closest to the pit edge would see all three faces vertically. Only rover positions that are farther from the pit edge then the specified minimum approach distance will be added. View angles for each rover position to view each face center are computed (if the face is not visible, the angle is set to infinity). Both horizontal view angle and vertical view angle are computed (equivalent to rotation about $x$ and $y$ in the discussion of illumination angle above).

Path lengths are computed between rover positions across from the same face, and from the set of positions across from one face to the set of positions across from the adjacent face, wrapping around such that paths between the last and first set of positions considered will also be computed. Paths are straight lines, except that the closest approach to the pit edge cannot be closer than the specified minimum approach distance, so paths between positions across from adjacent faces are made up of two straight lines (see Fig. 3.6). Paths are assumed to be bidirectional. Dijkstra’s algorithm is run on a graph with position nodes and path-length edges to compute the distance from each position to each other position [72].

3.3 Plan Value

When the end-goal of planning is to create a high-quality model of a pit, it makes sense to evaluate plans based on the quality of the resulting model. The quality of the resulting model cannot be evaluated without first executing the plan, capturing the images, and building the model, so when comparing potential plans, an estimate of model quality is used.

The estimate of model quality is based on illumination and view angle constraints. For an image of a face to add value to the model, it must be lit within the illumination angle thresholds, here set to 0 degrees minimum and 90 degrees maximum. An absolute view angle constraint of 45 degrees is imposed, and images at more oblique angles do not add value. Stereo is the assumed method of 3D reconstruction, so both minimum and maximum
constraints on relative view angle are used. In this example, the minimum is 20 degrees and the maximum is 45 degrees. When developing a plan value function for a real terrain feature modeling mission, illumination and view angle thresholds should be set as described in Chapter 4. For each face, a score of 0.5 is given for a single image that meets constraints. A score of 1 is given if there is a pair of views that meet both absolute and relative constraints. The sum of per-face scores is computed, and the model value is the percentage of the maximum possible score that this sum achieves. This takes into account that some faces may never be visible, or may never be sufficiently lit, reducing the maximum possible score in these cases.

Using the definition of the view trajectory planning world described in section 3.2, the view trajectory $V$ can be defined formally as an ordered set of views, $\{v_1, ..., v_N\}$ such that each view is a tuple $v_n = (t_i, l_j, p_k), t_i \in T, l_j \in L, p_k \in P$. Illumination and view angle constraints are defined with $A$, the absolute view angle threshold, $R_{\text{min}}$ and $R_{\text{max}}$, the relative view angle thresholds, $I$, the absolute illumination angle threshold, and the following functions:

$$ a(l_i, p_j) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } |\alpha(l_i, p_j)| < A \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (3.1) $$

The function in eq. 3.1 returns 1 if the view angle from location $l_i$ to face $p_j$ has magnitude less than the absolute view angle threshold, in other words, the rover is not observing the face from too oblique an angle.

$$ r(l_i, p_i) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \exists l_j, p_j : |\alpha(l_i, p_i) - \alpha(l_j, p_j)| > R_{\text{min}}, \\ |\alpha(l_i, p_i) - \alpha(l_j, p_j)| < R_{\text{max}}, j < i \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (3.2) $$

The function in eq. 3.2 is used if a face has been viewed before the current view. If it has, and if the difference in view angle meets the relative view angle thresholds (both minimum and maximum), then the function returns 1.

$$ b(t_i, p_j) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } |s(t_i, p_j)| < I \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (3.3) $$

The function in eq. 3.3 checks whether the illumination angle has magnitude less than the illumination angle threshold. This means the light is not coming in at too much of a glancing angle.

To express the concept of a first view of a face, where only absolute constraints apply, the following function is added.

$$ f(l_i, p_i) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \exists l_n, p_n, t_n : a(l_n, p_n), b(t_n, p_n), \text{and } n < i \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (3.4) $$
In the Orienteering Problem, it is enough to say that a node has been visited one time or zero times. If visited once, the value for that node is added to the total score, and if visited zero times, it is not. Visiting a node more than once does not accrue additional value. For terrain feature modeling, value is gained from viewing faces. Additional value can be gained from viewing a face multiple times with different view and illumination angles, if these angles meet constraints, but once the desired number of views of a face have been collected that do meet relative angle constraints, additional views do not add value. The following function is used to compute a multiplier that is one if a pair of views, (location, time, face triples), meeting angle constraints have not yet been captured and zero if they have been captured.

\[ g(l_i, p_i) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } \exists l_n, p_n, t_n, l_m, p_m : |\alpha(l_n, p_n) - \alpha(l_m, p_m)| > R_{min}, \\
|\alpha(l_n, p_n) - \alpha(l_m, p_m)| < R_{max}, \\
b(t_n, p_n), b(t_m, p_m), n < i, \text{ and } m < i \\
0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \] (3.5)

The maximum possible score for the model is computed as the sum of the maximum possible scores for each face (here defined as 1), over all faces that are visible within the absolute view angle threshold for some rover position in \( L \) and lit within the absolute illumination threshold at some time in \( T \).

\[ J_{max} = \sum_{p_j \in P} \max_{l_i \in L} (a(l_i, p_j)) \times \max_{t_k \in T} (b(t_k, p_j)) \] (3.6)

The score for the model from a given view trajectory is defined as:

\[ J(V) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \{0.5 \times b(t_i, p_i) \times a(l_i, p_i) \times [f(l_i, p_i) + r(l_i, p_i) \times g(l_i, p_i)]\} \] (3.7)

And the model value is defined as:

\[ V(V) = \frac{J(V)}{J_{max}} \times 100\% \] (3.8)

In addition to the estimated model value, plans might also be evaluated on how efficient they are - for example, how far does the rover have to travel to take all the images in the order specified in the view trajectory plan, and how many images are taken? There is also the concept of risk. If the rover could fail at any point due to the harsh planetary environment, then it makes sense to try to take more images earlier in the mission. If it is more likely to fail while driving, by getting stuck or lost, than while sitting still, then it makes sense to minimize distance traveled.

In this work, a time-based failure heuristic and a distance-based failure heuristic are used. The time-based failure heuristic uses a constant, \( \lambda_t \), and the distance-based failure heuristic uses a constant, \( \lambda_d \). These constants are then multiplied by time and distance, respectively,
in a negative exponential relationship to get a ‘probability’ that a view will take place, given
the view time and the distance traveled to get to the view position (see eq. 3.9 and eq. 3.10).

\[ P(v_i|t_i) = e^{-\lambda t_i} \] (3.9)

\[ P(v_i|\delta_i) = e^{-\lambda d \delta_i} \] (3.10)

The current distance traveled, \( \delta_i \), is computed as

\[ \delta_i = \sum_{j=2}^{l_{start},l_1} d(l_{j-1},l_j). \]

Note that for simplicity, the time and distance heuristics are assumed to be independent.

Using these heuristic ‘probabilities’, the value of a view-trajectory plan can then be
computed as the ‘expected value’ of a model, given the views, the times they are taken, and
the distance traveled between views. The expected value of a view trajectory score is:

\[ \mathbb{E}[J(V)] = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( P(v_i|t_i) \times P(v_i|\delta_i) \times 
\left[ 0.5 \times b(t_i,p_i) \times a(l_i,p_i) \times \left( f(l_i,p_i) + r(l_i,p_i) \times g(l_i,p_i) \right) \right] \right) \] (3.11)

Because the total possible model score, \( J_{\text{max}} \), is not dependent on time or distance traveled,
the expected model value can be computed as:

\[ \mathbb{E}[V(V)] = \mathbb{E}[J(V)] \times \frac{J_{\text{max}}}{100\%} \] (3.12)

The ‘expected value’ computed using failure rate heuristics is used in Section 6.3.2. This
type of heuristic would be hard to represent in the PDDL formulation used in classical AI
planning.

### 3.4 Planning View Trajectories

An example planned view trajectory is given in Fig. 3.7. In this case, the pit has been
discretized into 6 faces. Faces and positions are numbered counterclockwise from 1 at the
top. All faces are visible from some rover position, but the bottom face, 4, is never lit,
so the total possible score, \( J_{\text{max}} \), is 5. In the first time division, the rover views face 3
from position 1. The face meets the lighting constraint, \( b(1,3) = 1 \), the view angle of
30 degrees meets the absolute view angle constraint, \( a(1,3) = 1 \), and there are no other
prior views of this face in the view trajectory, \( f(1,3) = 1 \), so a score of 0.5 is gained for
this face, giving a total model value of \( V(V) = \frac{0.5}{5} \times 100\% = 10\% \). In light time 2, the
rover views faces 1, 2, and 3 from position 5. All these faces are sufficiently lit, and all these
views meet the absolute view angle constraints. For faces 1 and 2, this is the first view,
so they each add a score of 0.5. The difference in view angle between this image of face 3
and the previous image of face 3 is 60 degrees, so it does not meet the relative view angle
constraint, \( r(5,3) = 0 \), and does not add to the score. The total model value at this point
is $V(V) = \frac{0.5+0.5+0.5}{5} \times 100\% = 30\%$. At light time 3, the rover moves to position 4 and captures 3 images that are sufficiently lit and meet absolute view angle constraints. The views of faces 1 and 2 also meet relative view angle constraints with previous images, so the total model value is now $V(V) = \frac{1+1+0.5+0.5}{5} \times 100\% = 60\%$. At light time 4, the rover moves to position 6 and images face 3. This image meets absolute view angle constraints and relative view angle constraints with the image taken in light time 1, but the face is not lit, so no additional value is gained. At light time 5, the rover moves to position 5 and images face 6. The face is sufficiently lit, but the view angle of 60 degrees does not meet the absolute view angle constraint, so no additional value is gained. In contrast, the view trajectory shown in Fig. 3.8 achieves 100% value for the same pit scenario. The goal of view trajectory planning is to maximize this value score.

Section 6.3 goes into more detail on how view trajectory planning might be done.

3.5 View Trajectory Execution and Detailed Model Construction

Once a view trajectory is planned, it can then be executed. This means a robot travels around and takes images of the planned views. For the simple skylight pit example, images might look like those in Fig. 3.9.

After images are acquired, they are used to build a detailed model of the terrain feature. Fig. 3.10 shows what this model might look like for the skylight pit example.

Each part of the planned-view-trajectory modeling process is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. This includes identification and testing of existing tools to solve parts of the
process, and development of new solutions for parts where existing tools are not available or appropriate. Planned-view-trajectory modeling is demonstrated in Chapter 7.
Figure 3.10: The detailed model built after view trajectory execution for the simple skylight pit example might look something like this.
Chapter 4

What Makes a Good Model

Not all models of planetary features are alike. A model of a pit derived from a few satellite flyover images has no chance to achieve the coverage, resolution, or reconstruction accuracy of a model created by days of imaging by a surface rover circling the same pit. This chapter distinguishes metrics that contribute to good models of planetary features. It identifies factors that affect these model quality metrics and explores how limits can be set on these factors to ensure model quality.

4.1 Model Quality Metrics

Model quality metrics include:

- Surface coverage, or the percentage of the terrain feature surface area that is covered by at least one image
- Surface resolution, or the width/height of an area of the terrain feature covered by a single image pixel. This might be measured in meters per pixel.
- Visibility of features, or whether surface features are visible and detectable in images, not too dark to distinguish or too washed out
- 3D coverage, or the percentage of the terrain feature surface that is covered by a 3D reconstruction
- 3D resolution, or the width/height/depth of a terrain feature covered by a single voxel in a 3D reconstruction. This might be measured in meters per voxel.
- Reconstruction accuracy, or how close the 3D reconstruction is to the 3D surface of the feature
- Model continuity, or to what extent are images/3D reconstructed regions isolated versus adjacent
The relative importance of various model quality metrics will depend on the desired use of the model. If the model is to be used for an immersive fly-through, getting high-percentage, uniform, contiguous coverage would be important. For planning robotic rappel into a pit, high-resolution 3D coverage of a narrow region would be important.

4.2 Factors that Affect Model Quality Metrics

For planning views, it is important to understand what factors, among those which can be varied at plan time, affect various model quality metrics. It is assumed that by plan time, a rover that will model the terrain feature has already been designed, so the camera resolution (the number of pixels in the camera sensor) is fixed and the camera field of view is fixed (field of view could be adjusted somewhat with a zoom lens, but it would still be constrained to a limited range).

The amount of a terrain feature’s surface that is covered in a set of images depends on the viewing distance, the pointing of the camera for each image, and the total number of images.

The resolution depends on the angular resolution of the camera, but for a fixed field of view and camera pixel resolution, it is determined by viewing distance and the viewing angle. For a given desired resolution with a fixed camera field of view, there is a maximum viewing distance. The set of potential views considered by a view trajectory planner can be restricted to only those within the maximum viewing distance.

The ability to detect terrain surface features in an image depends on the resolution (viewing distance and viewing angle) and on the illumination angle. If the surface is too dark, there may not be enough light to distinguish features. If the lighting is too direct, features may appear washed out. While this is also partly a function of exposure time, with surfaces that have little color variation and get all their surface texture from shape, illumination that is too close to straight-on can make it impossible to see features, (see Figure 4.1), and illumination that is too tangential can cause nearly all of the surface to be shadowed.

Coverage and resolution in 3D depend on the same factors as coverage and resolution in 2D, as well as the ability to do 3D reconstruction. In this work, it is assumed that multi-view geometry is used for 3D reconstruction. In that case, the reconstruction depends partly on the geometry of the problem and partly on the number of features successfully matched between pairs of images. The number of features successfully matched between images depends on the initial number of features detected in each of the images and the similarity in appearance of the two images. If the relative view angle or relative lighting angle between the two images is too different, the images will look too different: the same features will not be detectable in the two images.

To summarize, the factors affecting model quality are:

- Viewing distance
- View angle
Figure 4.1: Rock face under two different illumination conditions. The illumination vector relative to the face normal is 15 degrees in the left image and 80 degrees in the right image. Using automatic feature detection, 40 features were detected on the face in the left image, and 155 were detected on the face in the right image [2].

- Illumination angle
- Relative view angle
- Relative illumination angle

Each of these factors are discussed in detail in Section 4.4.

4.3 Representing Angles Relative to Terrain and the Planar Face Assumption

For each of the innumerable points on a terrain surface, a normal vector could be computed that would represent the surface orientation. View and illumination angles could then be computed relative to these normal vectors. For planning view trajectories, however, it is not realistic to consider each surface point in the planning process. The location of each point on the surface is not known \textit{a priori}, only a coarse representation of the surface is available, and the ultimate goal is to build a higher-resolution model. Even using only surface points as available in the prior model, though, considering each surface point would result in an infeasibly large planning problem. Instead, this work takes the approach of discretizing the prior model surface into planar ‘view target faces’ with normal vectors and limited extent.

A local frame can be created for each face, with the z-axis along the normal vector, and the x and y-axes in the plane of the face. In this work, view and illumination angles are represented in these local frames. A rover may move in a global frame, but the global illumination angle is not enough to determine the effect of illumination on local faces. Likewise, the angles of a rover’s view vector with respect to the global frame are not enough to determine how obliquely the rover will view an individual patch (see Fig. 4.2).

All view and illumination angles in this work are given relative to face normals. They may be expressed as a single angle, representing rotation about an arbitrary axis perpendicular
Figure 4.2: View and illumination angles in global and local frames. Note that the view and illumination angles for two views with respect to the world frame are equal, \( \rho_1^w = \rho_2^w \) and \( \sigma_1^w = \sigma_2^w \), but view and illumination angles with respect to the local frames of two faces, \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \), are not equal, \( \rho_{1f} \neq \rho_{2f} \) and \( \sigma_{1f} \neq \sigma_{2f} \).

to the face normal, or as a pair of angles, representing rotation about the x and y axes of the face’s local frame. The viewing distance will be given from the camera position to the center of a view target face.

The assumption that areas of terrain surface can be discretized into planar faces may be more or less valid depending on the terrain shape and the plane size. One way to quantify at how “planar” a surface is involves looking at the ratio of eigenvalues.

4.4 Understanding the Impact of Factors that Affect Model Quality Metrics

This section examines in more detail how various factors affect model quality metrics. It seeks to develop a geometric intuition for effects and looks at theoretical and/or experimental rationale for setting limits on factors that will facilitate construction of good models. Experimental data comes from the laboratory campaign discussed in Appendix A.

Section 4.4.1 discusses how viewing distance and view angle affect surface resolution and 3D resolution. Section 4.4.2 discusses how view and illumination angle affect detectability of features. Section 4.4.3 discusses how relative view and illumination angles affect 3D coverage. Section 4.4.4 discusses how relative view and illumination angles affect reconstruction accuracy.
4.4.1 Resolution

Surface resolution and 3D resolution are affected by viewing distance and view angle. For a given focal length and camera resolution, the maximum distance \( d \) to achieve a target surface resolution (in, e.g., meters per pixel) can be computed geometrically (see Fig. 4.3). For a camera with a fixed focal length and a fixed number of pixels, decreasing the viewing distance makes the surface resolution finer. In many cases where view trajectory planning is applicable, there will be a minimum viewing distance set by the terrain: a rover cannot get closer than distance \( d \) because to do so it would have to cross untraversable terrain. If there is a target surface resolution and/or 3D resolution for a model, these can be used to set the maximum viewing distance. For 3D reconstruction done using stereo triangulation from images, (the type of 3D reconstruction considered in this work), the 3D resolution will always be at least as coarse as the surface resolution, and likely coarser. Stereo triangulation could give a depth “answer” for each pixel in an image, but it is unlikely that there is enough texture in the image to unambiguously identify unique features for each pixel; thus, the 3D resolution is likely 3 or more times the surface resolution [73]. So, to get a given 3D resolution, the surface resolution must be at least 3 times finer. Eq. 4.1 gives an equation for the maximum viewing distance, \( d \), given a camera field of view in \( x \) and \( y \), a number of pixels across an image in \( x \) and \( y \), and a desired 3D resolution, if the view angle is zero. The variable \( p_{ratio} \) represents the ratio of image pixels to 3D model points in one dimension (i.e., if a 3x3 square of pixels is needed to create one 3D model point, \( p_{ratio} = 3 \)).

\[
d \leq \min \left( \frac{\frac{p_{ratio}}{3} \text{[pixels in } x\text{]}}{2\tan \left( \frac{\text{fov}_x}{2} \right)} , \frac{\frac{p_{ratio}}{3} \text{[pixels in } y\text{]}}{2\tan \left( \frac{\text{fov}_y}{2} \right)} \right)
\]

(4.1)

The relationship between resolution and distance is complicated by view angle. The effect of absolute view angle on resolution is visible geometrically. As the view angle increases
relative to the normal of the viewed surface, there is increasing variation in surface resolution across the image (see Fig. 4.4). An equation for the maximum viewing distance for a given view angle is given in eq. 4.2. As in eq. 4.1, the minimum distance using either x or y values (for field of view and number of pixels across an image) should be used. An example of this relationship is shown in Fig. 4.5. A maximum view angle can be set based on the expected range of viewing distances. In the example case, if a 3D model of the far wall of a 500-meter-wide canyon is desired at 10cm resolution, then the images used in constructing the 3D model should have view angles of 30 degrees or less.

\[
d \leq \frac{\tan^{-1}(\frac{1 - 2\text{ pixels}}{\tan(\frac{\text{fov}}{2})})}{p_{\text{ratio}} \cos(\alpha_{\text{view}} + \frac{\text{fov}}{2}) \cos(\alpha_{\text{view}} + A)} \cos(\alpha_{\text{view}}) \sin(\frac{\text{fov}}{2} - A)
\]

\[A = \tan^{-1}\left(\left(1 - \frac{2}{\text{pixels}}\right) \tan\left(\frac{\text{fov}}{2}\right)\right)\]  \(4.2\)

The relationship described in eq. 4.2 is conservative, in that the distance is measured from the center of the camera field of view and the surface resolution is computed for the largest pixel (at the edge of the camera’s field of view and thus at a greater distance, given the view angle). If, for a given problem, the size of a face at the expected viewing distance is much smaller than the camera’s footprint and the maximum view angle set using eq. 4.2 is too restrictive, it might be advantageous to re-compute a maximum view angle using geometry that includes the concept of face size.
Figure 4.5: Example of the relationship between view angle and maximum viewing distance. This example assumes that a 3D resolution of 10cm is desired with a $p_{ratio}$ of 3. The assumed camera is a Canon EOS Rebel T3 that takes a 4272 x 2848 pixel image. The assumed lens has a focal length of 100mm, giving a field of view of 13 degrees in $x$ and 8.6 degrees in $y$ for the T3 camera.

4.4.2 Visibility of Features

View and illumination angles both affect visibility of features. Aside from the effect of absolute view angle on surface resolution, there are two problems that can occur as the view angle gets larger. The target rock face may start to self-occlude, and part of the camera’s field of view may fail to intersect the target face. Both these effects (illustrated in Fig. 4.6) can impact feature visibility.

View angle also affects feature visibility in combination with illumination angle. The phase angle is the angle between the illumination vector and the view vector (see Fig. 4.7). For surfaces that do not have a lot of color (or albedo) variation, most of the visual texture in an image comes from the interaction of illumination, camera, and surface shape. One source of this visual texture is self shadowing, and this becomes less visible at small phase angles (see Fig. 4.8).

Controlled lighting experiments were used to investigate the relationship between feature detection and view and illumination angles (see Appendix A). Features were detected using SIFT [70].

Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 show results for the lava rock from Appendix A. Fig. 4.9a plots the number of features detected by view angle. Different colors indicate different faces. Note that different faces have different sizes. The maximum number of features detected declines as view angle increases. Fig. 4.9b plots the number of features detected by illumination angle. The maximum number of features detected increases with increasing illumination angle, peaking around 60 degrees, and then decreases toward 90 degrees. Fig. 4.10 plots the number of features detected in 3D with both view and illumination angle. With this plot,
it can be seen that the peak in number of features detected at intermediate illumination angles occurs for low view angles, while the number of features detected at high view angles is uniformly low.

Because the size of a rock face affects the number of features detected, plotting the number of features detected for multiple faces is somewhat messy. Different faces can be brought into closer alignment if the number of features is normalized by area. The pixel area in the image that each face takes up was used for normalization, and the results can be seen in Fig. 4.11a, Fig. 4.11b, and Fig. 4.12. (Note that Fig. 4.11a, Fig. 4.11b, and Fig. 4.12 contain data from the same images as Fig. 4.9a, Fig. 4.9b, and Fig. 4.10, plus additional images).

When view angle is examined individually, it is hard to see a relationship with the number of features detected per unit area (Fig. 4.11a). The number of features detected goes down with increasing view angle, but so does the area that the face takes up in the image, so the maximum number of features per unit area stays relatively constant. There is a clear
Figure 4.8: For textured rock surfaces, the extent to which self-shadowing is visible to a camera depends on phase angle; it becomes less visible as phase angle decreases.

decline in number of features per unit area as illumination angle approaches 90 degrees (Fig. 4.11b). By plotting the number of features per unit area in 3D with both view and illumination angle the relationship becomes clearer (Fig. 4.12), and the low-view-angle peak at around 60 degrees for illumination angle becomes more obvious than in Fig. 4.10. Fitting a surface to these points makes the relationship easier to see (Fig. 4.13). For small view angles, the number of features increases as illumination angle moves away from zero and decreases again as illumination angle approaches 90 degrees. As view angle increases, the data get much noisier in the low to mid illumination angle range, and for low illumination angles, the number of features detected per unit area increases with increasing view angle (partially due to the decreasing area used for normalization).

The variation in number of features detected per unit area over view and illumination angle makes more sense when one thinks in terms of phase angle. Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15 show this relationship visually. The number of features detected at low phase angles is low across all illumination angles. As phase angle increases, the number of features detected tends to increase, but there is still a drop-off as illumination angle approaches 90 degrees. This explains why the view angle plot gets noisier as view angle increases. If both view and illumination angle are small, phase angle must also be small. Likewise if one of view and illumination angle is large and the other is small, phase angle will be large. If both view and illumination angle are intermediate or large, however, phase angle could either be large or small. Hence the large amount of noise in the intermediate view angle, intermediate illumination angle range. Phase angle also explains the peak at high view angle and low illumination angle (this peak is artificially high because large view angles are normalized by small areas, but given high view angle, the number of features detected per unit area is higher at low illumination angles, which would correspond to high phase angles).

While the phase versus illumination angle relationship with number of features detected is cleaner, the view versus illumination angle relationship may be more useful in planning. View angle is set by a combination of rover location and terrain geometry, and it remains constant over all times. Illumination angle is set by time of day (which determines the sun location relative to terrain) and terrain geometry, and it remains constant over different rover
positions. Phase angle couples rover position, time of day, and terrain geometry. However, if the maximum view angle is restricted due to resolution considerations, as discussed in 4.4.1, the peak at low view angles and intermediate illumination angles is relatively clean.

To set minimum and maximum illumination angles, the surface from Fig. 4.13 is first clipped to remove everything above the maximum view angle set for resolution reasons. The surface is projected onto axes representing illumination angle and number of features detected per unit area. Then the surface is scaled such that its maximum value is set to 100%. A target percentage of the maximum number of features detected per unit area is chosen. The minimum and maximum illumination angles can then be set using the intersection of the surface with a line at the threshold percentage, as shown in Fig. 4.16. When the illumination angle falls between the minimum and maximum thresholds, the number of features detected per unit area (for which the fitted surface provides an estimate) is likely to be at or above the target percentage of the maximum possible number of features detected per unit area.

The number of features detected (both raw and per unit area) does vary across different rocks. (Note that the three rocks tested varied in both texture and color). Results for the lace rock were similar to those presented above for the lava rock, although noisier (see Fig. 4.17). Results for the basalt rock, which has faces with a significantly smoother texture, showed a peak at higher illumination angles (see Fig. 4.18). This is not too surprising, since for faces with smoother geometric texture, the visual texture created by small-scale self-shadowing would only begin to happen at higher illumination angles. While the studies conducted in this thesis hint at how the relationship between number of features detected and illumination angle changes with different surface textures, comprehensive conclusions cannot be drawn.

Figure 4.9: Plots of number of features detected on a rock face, plotted versus (a) view angle (b) and illumination angle for the image. Different colors indicate different faces.
Figure 4.10: Plot of number of features detected on a rock face, plotted versus view angle and illumination angle for the image. Different colors indicate different faces.

from three rock samples. More thorough study of the phenomenon is left to future work.
Figure 4.11: Plots of number of features detected on a rock face per unit area (in pixels) that the face covers in an image, plotted versus (a) view angle (b) and illumination angle for the image.

Figure 4.12: The number of features detected on a rock face per unit area (in pixels) that the face covers in an image, plotted versus view angle and illumination angle for the image.
Figure 4.13: Surface fit for the number of features detected on a rock face per unit area (in pixels) that the face covers in an image, plotted versus view angle and illumination angle for the image. The surface is colored by the standard deviation of the number of features per unit area data.

Figure 4.14: The number of features detected on a rock face per unit area (in pixels) that the face covers in an image, plotted versus phase angle and illumination angle for the image.
Figure 4.15: Surface fit for the number of features detected on a rock face per unit area (in pixels) that the face covers in an image, plotted versus phase angle and illumination angle for the image. The surface is colored by the standard deviation of the number of features per unit area data. The color scale is the same as in Fig. 4.13.

Figure 4.16: Example of picking illumination angle limits. The fitted surface for number of features detected per unit area (from Fig. 4.13) is cropped from 0 to 43 degrees in view angle, projected onto a plane, scaled from 0 to 100%. Targeting at least 60% of the maximum features per unit area detected, minimum and maximum view angle thresholds can be selected. Illumination angles outside these thresholds (red shaded regions) are less likely to produce the target percentage of number of features detected per unit area.
Figure 4.17: Plots of number of features detected on a rock face for the lace rock, plotted versus (a) view angle (b) and illumination angle for the image. Different colors/symbols indicate different faces.

Figure 4.18: Plots of number of features detected on a rock face for the basalt rock, plotted versus (a) view angle (b) and illumination angle for the image. Different colors indicate different faces.
4.4.3 3D Coverage

This work assumes that 3D models are built using stereo reconstruction from camera images, so in order to get 3D coverage of a rock face, it must, at minimum, be covered in 2D by two images. Furthermore, stereo reconstruction requires that the correspondence between images be determined. This can be done by matching features. Feature matching depends on relative view and illumination angles between image pairs. Data for feature matching under directional lighting were collected as part of the experimentation described in Appendix A (see Fig. 4.19). The metric reported is percent of features matched, where the number of features used in computing the percentage is the number of features detected in the image with the smaller number of detected features. Note that this is different than the metrics discussed in the previous section. An exponential surface was then fit to the data, using eq. 4.3. Table 4.1 shows the parameters computed by fitting to data from each of three rocks individually and to all the data from all three rocks.

\[
P_{\text{match}} = 100e^{- (k_{\text{view}}\beta_{\text{view}} + k_{\text{illum}}\beta_{\text{illum}})}
\]

\[
\beta_{\text{illum}} = -\frac{k_{\text{view}}\beta_{\text{view}} - \ln \left( \frac{P_{\text{match}}}{100} \right)}{k_{\text{illum}}}
\]

Figure 4.19: Effect of relative view and illumination angle on feature matching. Relative view and illumination angles are measured between view vectors and illumination vectors, respectively. Features matched between image pairs are reported as a percentage of the number of features detected in the image with the smaller number of detected features. Data points come from various faces on three rock samples with varying surface texture and are colored by z-value, with black indicating zero percent of features were matched and lighter colors indicating higher match percentages. An exponential surface fit is also shown.

Given a desired percentage of features matched, maximum relative view and illumination angles can be selected from along the line described by eq. 4.4, in the region \( \beta_{\text{view}} > 0, \beta_{\text{illum}} > \)
Table 4.1: Fitted Parameters for Exponential Fit of Percent Features Matched by Relative View and Illumination Angles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>$k_{\text{view}}$</th>
<th>$k_{\text{illum}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>basalt, smooth</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lava, fine texture</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lace, coarse texture</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all points</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0. Using the parameters computed from all points and a target of 5% of features matched, values of $\beta_{\text{view}} = 15$ and $\beta_{\text{illum}} = 15$ correspond to one point along the line (to the nearest degree).

4.4.4 Reconstruction Accuracy

Understanding how relative view angle can affect 3D reconstruction accuracy requires a basic understanding of how stereo vision works. Features are identified in two images and matched. The difference in image position of a feature between two cameras, called the disparity, increases as the feature gets closer to the camera. Because there is some distance, or baseline, between the cameras, the 3D position of each feature can be triangulated (see Fig. 4.20). As the relative view angle gets smaller, the baseline gets smaller.

For view trajectory planning, a determination of the minimum acceptable view angle is desired. As seen in Fig. 4.21, limited precision in feature localization results in ambiguity in the 3D triangulated position of features in the world frame. As the relative view angle decreases, this ambiguity increases in the depth direction. The example illustrates a precision limit of one pixel. While modern feature detection methods can localize features to sub-pixel precision, they will not be arbitrarily precise, simply due to the discretized nature of digital cameras. To understand how stereo ambiguity varies with changing relative view angles, an simulation experiment was conducted.

This simulation views a planar face with two cameras. Camera 1 remains static with view angles of zero in x and y, while the view angles of camera 2 are varied about x and y in the face’s local frame. The view vectors from the centers of both cameras point at the center of the face. Both cameras have an even number of pixels in width and height, such that the camera’s view vector falls between view vectors for its four central pixels. A feature is assumed to exist at the intersection of the ray from the upper left of the four central pixels for camera 1 and the plane of the face. The “correct” pixel in camera 2 to match is the one whose ray intersects the face plane closest to the feature location. The triangulated position of the feature in 3D is the midpoint of the line connecting the pixel ray.
from camera 1 with the ray from its matching pixel in camera 2, at their closest approach. There will be some error in this triangulated position, even with the correct match, (while modern stereo algorithms rely on identification of features to sub-pixel resolution, there is still some minimum resolution at which such features may be detected, resulting in some amount of inherent measurement error). If the feature location in the image from camera 2 is mis-identified, there will be a greater amount of error. As illustrated in Fig. 4.22, the experiment looks at matching the feature to the correct pixel, to a pixel one row off, to a pixel one column off, and to a pixel one row and one column off (off by one along the diagonal). Fig. 4.23 shows the error over a range of camera 2 angles in each of these cases, given a camera with resolution 4272 x 2848 and focal length 100mm looking at a face 1.35 meters away.

The absolute error for a particular camera configuration is not all that interesting, as the results may not be generalizable. Instead, error can be expressed as a fraction of the surface resolution for camera 2. If the error is greater than the stated resolution of a 3D reconstruction, then clearly that reconstruction will not be valid to that resolution. The best possible resolution for stereo triangulation is the resolution of the images used, in which case, you want the ratio of error over image resolution to be less than 1. However, there is often not enough information in an image to do stereo reconstruction to the base image resolution. One suggested rule-of-thumb is to use at least a 3x3 square of pixels for each point in the 3D reconstruction [73]. Fig. 4.24 shows the computation of error as a fraction of surface resolution for the same configuration as Fig. 4.23. This can be thresholded at 3 times the surface resolution to find the region in which angles are “too small”. Minimum relative view angle can then be set as just larger than the maximum angle in the “too small” region.
Table 4.2 gives the values for minimum relative view angle thresholds for several different feature localization precisions. Fig. 4.24 illustrates a 1-pixel feature localization precision to make the phenomena clearer, but modern feature detection methods can achieve sub-pixel precision.

Table 4.2: Minimum relative view angle threshold for ambiguity by feature localization precision, using the laboratory configuration from Appendix A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature localization precision (pixels)</th>
<th>Minimum relative view angle for ambiguity &lt; 3x surface resolution (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiment was re-run, using a 0.2-pixel feature localization precision, for 50 different camera resolutions varying from 4272x2848 down to 85x56, (1/50th the size), and it produced a result of 5 degrees for the minimum relative view angle in each case. It was tested for focal lengths of 10mm to 500mm in 10mm increments, (corresponding to a field of view of 98x74 degrees for 10mm focal length to 2.6x1.7 degrees for 500mm focal length), and it produced a result of 5 degrees for the minimum relative view angle in each case. Given that surface resolution is proportional to viewing distance when all other camera parameters are held constant and the metric in this experiment is error as a fraction of surface resolution, results should be the same over varying distance as well. Changing the view angles of camera 1 shifts the pattern in Fig. 4.24 to be centered around camera 1’s view angles, but it retains essentially the same shape. Thus, it works to set minimum relative view angle depending on feature localization precision.

To support this analysis experimentally, 3D reconstructions were done with pairs of images at different relative view angles in the lava small angles dataset (see Appendix A). The reconstructions were compared to the coarse mesh model, and median and standard deviation of error were computed. Results from this work are shown in Fig. 4.25 and Fig. 4.26. Note that high errors tend to occur at 5 degrees or less of relative view angle and above 15 degrees of relative view angle. The problems for low relative view angles are likely related to the issues discussed above. The problems at higher relative view angles are likely due to the low number of feature matches at these relative view angles (in some cases there is no reconstructed model). Also note that the problems at higher view angles occur in the “light next to camera” cases, which corresponded to a light coming from next to the camera, while the “light overhead” cases correspond to light coming from above the rock. So, when the turntable was rotated, changing the view angle, it was also changing the illumination angle. This illumination angle change was greater in the “light next to camera” cases. Based on the results in Section 4.4.3, it is not surprising to see failure at higher relative view and illumination angles.

While the coarse mesh models are not precise enough to evaluate errors on the scale of surface resolution, it is likely that ambiguity in feature 3D positions at low relative view angles
angles will cause problems in generating the structure-from-motion solution, which result in the high errors seen here.
Figure 4.22: Computing ambiguity in feature position as consequence of feature detection precision. The left image shows an illustration of camera 2. The black dot indicates the correct feature location in camera 2’s image, the yellow dot represents a location one pixel-width away in x, the cyan dot represents a location one pixel-height away in y, and the blue dot represents a location one pixel-width away diagonally. On the right, magenta arrows represent rays from camera centers to points in 3D space. Camera 1 is shown with solid lines and camera 2 with dotted lines. Colored *’s indicate triangulated positions for each of the four image locations shown on the left. The correct 3D point lies at the spot where one of the rays from camera 1 intersects the xy plane. Using the correct feature location for camera 1 gives a triangulated position very close to the true position. The distance from the true position gets larger when other image locations are used.
Figure 4.23: Stereo triangulation error when the feature is matched to the correct pixel in camera 2, and pixels one pixel-width away in row, column, or diagonal. Note the order-of-magnitude difference in error between the correct pixel and the off-by-one matches.
Figure 4.24: Stereo triangulation error as a fraction of the surface resolution of camera 2 when a feature is matched to pixels one off in row, column, or diagonal. The lower right plot shows the maximum of these three (similar to a logical OR).
Figure 4.25: Median error for points in reconstructed models from pairs of images at various relative view angles. For reconstructions that failed, the median could be very high (> 100m), so the axes for this plot were capped at a maximum threshold, and all points above that threshold were plotted at that threshold value. Reconstructions with zero points were also plotted at this threshold value. Example images are shown to highlight differences in illumination angle.

Figure 4.26: Standard deviation of error for points in reconstructed models from pairs of images at various relative view angles. For reconstructions that failed, the standard deviation could be very high (> 100m), so the axes for this plots were capped at a maximum threshold, and all points above that threshold were plotted at that threshold value. Reconstructions with zero points were also plotted at this threshold value. Example images are shown to highlight differences in illumination angle.
Chapter 5

The OPTWIND Problem

5.1 Introduction

This chapter formulates the Orienteering Problem with Time Windows and Inter-Node Dependencies (OPTWIND). The formulation is done with planned-view-trajectory model building in mind. Nodes are assumed to be position-time pairs, where positions are potential robot positions and times are the coarse time divisions used when computing illumination data for each face. Value for each node comes from the faces that are visible from that position at that time that meet angle constraints. However, since faces may be viewed from different positions and at different times, there are inter-node dependencies. The value achieved by viewing particular faces from particular nodes is computed similarly to the plan value described in Section 3.3. Some value is achieved for the first view of a face, but after that, inter-node dependencies come into play: additional value is achieved if another view of the face meets relative angle constraints with the first, and once the target number of views for a face (that meet constraints) has been reached, additional views of the face do not add value. Like the Orienteering problem, the value of all nodes in the OPTWIND is maximized subject to a maximum distance constraint.

The OPTWIND is not exclusive to view trajectory planning for terrain feature modeling. Two other scenarios that could be formulated as an OPTWIND are described below.

A geologist (human or robot) wants to build a model of the local geology. To do so, he should get at least one spectrometer reading of each type of rock. To ensure that the rock he chose to sample was not an outlier, the geologist should sample several rocks of each type. Within rocks of the same type, there may be some expected variation. For example, there may be several lava flows in the area that are known from orbital imagery to have occurred at different times. While there are outcrops of basaltic rock from each of these lava flows, the basalt from the older flows may be more weathered, so it would be valuable to take samples from the different flows to understand the class ‘basalt’ and its variation in appearance and surface composition with weathering. At certain times, the illumination on certain rocks is not sufficient to take a spectrometer reading (for example, on the east side of a hill in the evening), so the geologist must schedule his activities to ensure good illumination. Regions
may provide access to multiple types of rocks, but there are also rock types that can only be seen in certain regions. The geologist wants to minimize the distance he has to travel to collect all his measurements. Which regions should the geologist visit, and when?

A student travels to Paris, and has only a few days to visit all the museums in the city. She wants to treat her visit as a lesson in art history, so she wants to see a painting from each of a list of art movements (i.e. Gothic, Impressionist, Expressionist, Baroque, Abstract, Realist, etc.). She wants to see a few paintings from each movement, and she wants those images to be sufficiently different, such that they provide a sense of the range of individual artists’ styles within the movement. One gallery in a museum may have several paintings of interest, but paintings may also be located in different galleries of the same museum, and in different museums. Each museum has specific hours when it is open. The student wants to maximize the value of her trip (the increase in her understanding of art history), but she also wants to minimize the distance she has to travel, because walking around museums all day can be quite tiring. Which galleries should the student visit, and when?

The following section formulates OPTWIND more formally.

## 5.2 Formulation of the Orienteering Problem with Time Windows and Inter-Node Dependencies

The formulation of the Orienteering Problem with Time Windows and Inter-Node Dependencies (OPTWIND) starts from the standard formulation of the Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (OPTW) [10]. There are a set of nodes \( n_1, \ldots, n_N \). A set of indicator variables \( x \) track whether a given node has been visited and in what order: the variable \( x_{ij} = 1 \) if the agent visits node \( n_i \) immediately before node \( n_j \). The distance and time between nodes \( n_i \) and \( n_j \) are \( d_{ij} \) and \( \tau_{ij} \), respectively. For each node \( n_i \), \( \sigma_i \) is the start of the visit to that node. \( M \) is a large constant. The time window for \( n_i \) is the interval \([O_i, C_i]\).

Constraints in eq. 5.1 ensure that the path starts and ends at predetermined start and end nodes.

\[
\sum_{j=2}^{N} x_{1j} = \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} x_{iN} = 1 \quad (5.1)
\]

Constraints in eq. 5.2 ensure that the path is continuous, and each node is visited no more than once.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N-1} x_{ik} = \sum_{j=2}^{N} x_{kj} \leq 1 \quad (5.2)
\]

Eq. 5.3 ensures that the path does not exceed a maximum distance. In some work with the orienteering problem, this is expressed as a maximum time instead of a maximum distance, but time is also constrained by absolute time windows, and if the distance that could be traveled in between the beginning of the first time window and the end of the
last is greater than the desired maximum distance, then distance should be constrained independently.

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \sum_{j=2}^{N} d_{ij} x_{ij} \leq D_{\text{max}} \quad (5.3) \]

Eq. 5.4 ensures that the timeline is consistent; in other words, if the agent travels from node \( n_i \) to node \( n_j \), then arrival time at \( n_j \) cannot be less than the arrival time at \( n_i \) plus the travel time between \( n_i \) and \( n_j \). The indicator \( y_i \) is also added, where \( y_i = 1 \) if node \( i \) is in the path, and zero otherwise.

\[ \sigma_i + \tau_{ij} - \sigma_j \leq M (1 - x_{ij}); \forall i, j = 1, ..., N \quad (5.4) \]

Eq. 5.5 and eq. 5.6 ensure that the visit to a node starts after that node's time window opens and before its time window closes.

\[ O_i \leq \sigma_i \quad (5.5) \]

\[ \sigma_i \leq C_i \quad (5.6) \]

In OPTW, each node has a fixed score, and the objective is to optimize the sum of the scores over all nodes in the path. Similar to the Generalized Orienteering Problem (GOP), each node has not just one score in the OPTWIND formulation, but scores in several categories, (representing the faces visible from that node), and the total score for the path is a function of per-category scores for each node (these scores correspond to view angles and illumination angles).

In OPTWIND, the score for each node \( n_i \) is the sum of the scores across all categories, \( \{p_1, ..., p_k\} \), (these categories correspond to faces in terrain feature modeling). In each category, \( p_k \), there are one or more ratings \( \{\beta_{ik1}, ..., \beta_{ikz}, ..., \beta_{ikZ}\} \), where each \( \beta_{ikz} \) is a number representing the \( z \)'th rating for the \( i \)'th node in the \( k \)'th category. These ratings correspond to view and illumination angles for terrain feature modeling. The score in a given category for a given node is dependent on whether the ratings for that category meet absolute constraints for ratings and relative constraints with ratings in the same category for nodes previously visited. If constraints are met, the score for the node in that category is \( S_{k,max} \), up to a total of \( S_{k,max} \) for that category across all nodes.

Eq. 5.7 accounts for the absolute constraints over all ratings (indexed by \( z \)). It is formulated as a product, such that if any constraint is violated, the term added to the product for the violated constraint is zero, which makes \( a \) equal to zero.

\[ a (n_i, p_k) = \prod_{z=1}^{Z} \left[ \min \left[ \max \left( \beta_{ikz} - A_{z,min}, 0 \right), 1 \right] \right. * \left. \min \left[ -\min \left( \beta_{ikz} - A_{z,max}, 0 \right), 1 \right] \right] \quad (5.7) \]
Eq. 5.8 accounts for the relative constraints over all ratings (indexed by $z$). It is formulated as a product, such that if any constraint is violated, the term added to the product for the violated constraint is zero, which makes $r$ equal to zero.

$$r(\{n_1, ..., n_i\}, p_k) = \max\left\{\sum_{j=1}^{i-1} y_j \cdot \prod_{z=1}^{Z} \left(\min \left[\max (|\beta_{ikz} - \beta_{jkz}| - R_{z,min}, 0), 1\right] \right) \right\}$$

The function $f$ indicates whether this is the first node on the path for which $p_k$ meets absolute rating constraints.

$$f(\{n_1, ..., n_i\}, p_k) = \min \left\{ -\min \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{i} (a(n_i, p_k)) - 1, 0 \right\}, 1 \right\}$$

The expression in eq. 5.10 evaluates to a binary value that indicates whether or not the score $S_k$ can be earned. Everything in the expression is multiplied by $a$: all the absolute constraints must be met to gain value in the category. Given that absolute constraints are met, some value can be gained for the first view of a face (if $f$ is true). If this is not the first view, relative constraints must be met to gain value ($r$ must be true).

$$a(n_i, p_k) \{ f(\{n_1, ..., n_i\}, p_k) + r(\{n_1, ..., n_i\}, p_k) \}$$

The total value for the route that the problem seeks to optimize is described in eq. 5.11. This objective function sums over all categories (or faces), choosing the minimum of the max possible score for that category and the sum of scores earned in that category over all nodes. This minimum ensures that no additional value is gained after the target number of views (which meet constraints) are captured. Each term in the sum across nodes is multiplied by the expression in eq. 5.10 to ensure that views meet constraints before they can add value. The indicator $y_i$ is also included here to ensure that nodes are actually visited before they can add value.

$$\sum_{k=1}^{K} \min\{S_{k,max}, \sum_{i=1}^{N} S_k a(n_i, p_k) \{ f(\{n_1, ..., n_i\}, p_k) + r(\{n_1, ..., n_i\}, p_k) \} y_i \}$$
5.3 View Trajectory Planning for Pit Modeling as an OPTWIND

To formulate view trajectory planning for pit modeling as an OPTWIND, one node is created for each pair of time, \( t_i \), and location, \( l_i \): \((t_i, l_i)\). The time windows are calculated as:

\[
O_i = t_i T \quad \text{and} \quad C_i = (t_i + 1) T
\]  

(5.12)

where \( T \) is the length of a coarse time division. One category is defined for each target face. The rating \( \beta_1 \) for each patch is the view angle from the rover position \( l_i \) in node \( n_i \), and the rating \( \beta_2 \) is the illumination angle at time \( t_i \) in node \( n_i \). Additional \( \beta \) values could be added to represent vertical view angles. Distances \( d_{ij} \) between nodes \( n_i \) and \( n_j \) are computed as \( d(l_i, l_j) \), and times \( \tau_{ij} \) are computed from \( d_{ij} \) using the rover speed. This application also relaxes the constraint in eq. 5.1 to only specify a start position and not an end position.

Absolute thresholds, \( A_{z,\text{min}} \) and \( A_{z,\text{max}} \), and relative thresholds \( R_{z,\text{min}} \) and \( R_{z,\text{min}} \) would be specified for each angle of concern. In some cases, the minimum angle threshold will be zero. These parameters should be set according to the procedures described in Chapter 4. Table 5.1 shows example thresholds.

It is also worth noting that this formulation assumes angles and angle limits are stored using x and y components. This will require that maximum limits be set somewhat lower than the single-angle values computed according to Chapter 4. Single-angle values for each angle of interest and each face could also be compared directly with single-angle thresholds, but this would require a more complicated formulation than that presented in eq. 5.7 and eq. 5.8.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value (deg)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_{1,\text{min}}$</td>
<td>minimum absolute view angle about x</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{1,\text{max}}$</td>
<td>maximum absolute view angle about x</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Section 4.4.1, reduced from 43 single angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{2,\text{min}}$</td>
<td>minimum absolute view angle about y</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{2,\text{max}}$</td>
<td>maximum absolute view angle about y</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Section 4.4.1, reduced from 43 single angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{3,\text{min}}$</td>
<td>minimum absolute illumination angle about x</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Section 4.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{3,\text{max}}$</td>
<td>minimum absolute illumination angle about x</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Section 4.4.2, reduced from 78 single angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{4,\text{min}}$</td>
<td>minimum absolute illumination angle about y</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Section 4.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{4,\text{max}}$</td>
<td>maximum absolute illumination angle about y</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Section 4.4.2, reduced from 78 single angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1,\text{min}}$</td>
<td>minimum relative view angle about x</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Section 4.4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1,\text{max}}$</td>
<td>minimum relative view angle about x</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Section 4.4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{2,\text{min}}$</td>
<td>minimum absolute view angle about y</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Section 4.4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{2,\text{max}}$</td>
<td>maximum absolute view angle about y</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Section 4.4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{3,\text{min}}$</td>
<td>minimum absolute illumination angle about x</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{3,\text{max}}$</td>
<td>minimum absolute illumination angle about x</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Section 4.4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{4,\text{min}}$</td>
<td>minimum absolute illumination angle about y</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{4,\text{max}}$</td>
<td>maximum absolute illumination angle about y</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Section 4.4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 6

Planned-View-Trajectory Model Building Implementation

This chapter identifies how each part of the planned-view-trajectory model building process can be accomplished, either identifying and testing existing tools or implementing new solutions. Section 6.1 discusses how coarse prior models can be obtained or constructed to serve as input to the planned-view-trajectory model building process. Section 6.2 discusses how inputs are processed to construct an instance of the OPTWIND problem that can be given to a planner. Section 6.3 discusses view trajectory planning. Section 6.4 discusses how models can be built once a view trajectory plan is executed.
6.1 Coarse Models

Coarse prior models serve as a guide to planned-view-trajectory model building. They are used to determine the planar face discretization of a feature, which in turn is used to evaluate view and illumination angles for robot views. Chapter 3 illustrated how a coarse model of a pit could be generated by measuring the pit diameter and depth, and using a cylinder of the appropriate diameter and height as a coarse model. Many planetary features, however, are not that simple. Many natural pits of ultimate interest here are highly irregular, and there is often no easy geometric shape representation of a canyon or mesa. For these irregular features, the outline of the feature can be traced in satellite imagery and projected vertically to the estimated depth (or height).

If a high-resolution LIDAR digital elevation model of the area around the target feature is available, the coarse model can be created by trimming the digital elevation model down to the target feature. Fig. 6.1 illustrates this for a crater.

![Figure 6.1: Coarse model of a crater created by trimming a digital elevation model.](image)

If multiple satellite images (at the right viewing angles) are available, then a stereo model can be constructed from two or more images. This type of model will more accurately capture the 3D nature of a terrain feature. The following two subsections explore stereo modeling from orbit for a pit in the Moon’s Lacus Mortis region. This pit is of particular exploration interest, since it has a relatively shallow ramp which could make robotic access easier. Section 6.1.1 builds a model from two orbital images. Section 6.1.2 uses multi-view stereo with five orbital images. (Note: these stereo modeling analyses have been previously presented in [16]).

### 6.1.1 Stereo Model Building from Two Orbital Images

A model was built with images from the Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) on the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO). Images M1105737674LE and M1105701957RE were used. These are farther apart in emission angle than ideal for stereo (approx. 35°, as compared to a target 20° used by orbital stereo model builders), but because M1105701957RE is highly oblique, the pair may provide better modeling for features not parallel to the ground plane - such as pit walls. A tool from the US Geological Survey, the Integrated System for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS) was used for calibration, re-projection, and bundle adjustment of the images [74], and Ames Stereo Pipeline [57, 58] was used to create a digital elevation model (DEM). Fig. 6.2 shows the a segment of this DEM. Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 show a mesh model created from this DEM. One of the orbital images used for stereo processing is overlaid on the DEM.

Another model was constructed from NAC images M1105737674LE and M1105759104LE. These images were purposely taken as a stereo pair. A section of this model is shown in...
Figure 6.2: DEM created from orbital images of the region surrounding a pit in Lacus Mortis. Elevations are meters above the lunar datum. Notice that elevations are negative. The pit is the low spot located in the center of the image horizontally and level with “-2100” vertically.

Figure 6.3: Mesh model of Lacus Mortis pit built from DEM, oblique view

Figure 6.4: Mesh model of Lacus Mortis pit built from DEM, side view
Fig. 6.5. This snapshot focuses much more closely on the pit. Fig. 6.6 shows a comparison of this DEM to a reference DEM created by LRO Camera team members at Arizona State University. Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8 show simulated camera images from a rover perspective. The model viewed has elevation as shown in Fig. 6.5 (from images at approximately 1.2 meters per pixel) overlaid with the highest resolution image available of the pit (approximately 0.5 meters per pixel). This model has several artifacts in areas of high stereo reconstruction error, including areas shadowed in the source images. Note that mesh triangles are clearly visible, despite the high-resolution (for orbital data) images. The lack of detail in this model from orbital data demonstrates how critical a rover perspective will be for creating detailed pit models.

![Figure 6.5: Close-up view of pit in DEM created from LRO NAC images M1105737674LE and M1105759104LE. Elevations are meters above the lunar datum. Notice that elevations are negative.](image-url)
Figure 6.6: The full stereo DEM constructed in this work is overlaid on a lower-resolution reference DEM created from LRO Wide Angle Camera (WAC) images.

Figure 6.7: A simulated rover’s-eye view of a DEM model draped with an orbital image, looking north.
Figure 6.8: A simulated rover’s-eye view of a DEM model draped with an orbital image, looking south.
6.1.2 Multiview Stereo Modeling of a Pit from Orbit

Stereo modeling methods designed to operate on pairs of orbital images do not necessarily do a good job handling the steep slopes and vertical cliffs of pit walls, canyons, or mesas. This was observed in the experiment conducted in Section 6.1.1. Incorporating more than two views can greatly improve the model for substantially 3D terrain such as pits. An experiment in multi-view stereo for orbital modeling of pits was conducted using the same pit as discussed in Section 6.1.1.

The experiment used five LROC NAC images with different view angles. These included the stereo pair used in Section 6.1.1, which had emission angles (the angle between the satellite’s view and a straight down, or nadir view) of 14° looking east to west (M1105737674L) and 12° looking west to east (M1105759104L), a view 47° looking east to west (M1105701957R), a view close to straight down at 3° looking east to west (M1121075381R), and a view 33° looking south to north (M1136377273R). All of these images had similar illumination angles corresponding to mid-morning local time.

Each image was trimmed to a small region around the pit. Tie points were manually identified in the images and bundle adjustment was performed using USGS’s ISIS tool [74]. Ames Stereo Pipeline was used to do the multi-view stereo reconstruction on the bundle-adjusted images [57, 58]. 6.9 shows a view of the pit in one of the images used for the reconstruction and a similar view of the reconstructed model. Fig. 6.11 shows three views of the point cloud model. Note that the region that is shadowed in the images is not well modeled.

![Image of pit and reconstructed model](image)

Figure 6.9: Map projection of an orbital image with a straight-down view (M1121075381R) of Lacus Mortis pit 6.9a and top view of 3D point cloud model built using multi-view stereo 6.9b. Note that the shadowed region in the image corresponds to a region with more holes in the point cloud.

There is a discontinuity in the model between the southwest and northwest regions of the floor. This is not consistent with the appearance of the pit in images. Looking at the stereo intersection error computed by the stereo reconstruction software sheds some light on the issue (see Fig. 6.11). Error is much higher in the southwest region. Also, note that the southwest region borders the shadow boundary, which shifts slightly between the different
Figure 6.10: Views of a 3D point cloud model of Lacus Mortis pit built using multi-view stereo. The ramp observed in the images can also be seen in the model, at least for the un-shadowed side of the pit. In the shadowed area, because there is little information available to stereo, the model is quite noisy (note noisy black points at the bottom of the pit in the lower image). The top left image shows gaps along the north wall. This could be due to an overhang, or it could be due to a vertical wall that extends to the ground but is not well modeled with only one oblique view that looks north.

images used in this experiment. This sharp shadow boundary may have been incorrectly identified as a feature by the stereo modeling software, causing errors in the model.

To make the model easier to view, areas of high error were smoothed and the point cloud was converted to a mesh using Poisson Reconstruction [75, 76]. This model can be seen in Fig. 6.12.

This experiment illustrated that multi-view stereo can be successfully used to construct coarse prior models of substantially 3D terrain features from orbital imagery. These are, of course, limited in coverage, incidence angle, and resolution. It also showed that shadows and shadow boundaries are not well handled by this method. Improvements to the model could likely be made with approaches that explicitly consider illumination, such as shape from shadow or shape from shading methods.

The best prior model available should be used for planned-view-trajectory model building, since it will enable the most accurate computation of view and illumination angles, but the prior model will never be perfect. For missions with relatively long duration compared to communication frequency, (and communication delay), partial 3D models might be constructed partway through the mission and compared to the coarse prior model. An understanding of the nature of error in the coarse model could be used to adjust view and illumination angle thresholds to account for uncertainty in the values of those angles, potentially improving performance later in the mission. Alternately, if the mission extends over several local days, the result of a first pass of planned-view-trajectory model building on the
Figure 6.11: Stereo intersection error computed by Ames Stereo Pipeline for the pit model (top) and corresponding colorized view (bottom). Note that the southwest floor region that appears disconnected from adjacent patches of floor has very high error. Errors are given in meters.

first mission day could be used as the prior model for a second pass on a later day.
Figure 6.12: Mesh model of Lacus Mortis pit created using multiview stereo
6.2 Constructing the Planning Problem

The coarse prior model must be discretized into planar faces in order to compute view and illumination angles. Chapter 3 showed how this might be done for a simple cylindrical pit model - the circular shape of the cylinder can simply be approximated by a polygon with the desired number of sides. If the prior model is formed from an irregular-shaped outline or from a stereo model, however, the face discretization is not as simple.

Two view target computation algorithms were developed in this work. One picks a starting point, fits a plane to the points within a given radius of that point, picks a new point by moving perpendicular to the face normal direction (or a random point if no uncovered points exist in that direction), and repeats until the number of uncovered points is below some small threshold. The second voxelizes all the points in the coarse prior model and fits a plane to the points in each voxel that contains sufficient points for plane fitting. The voxel-based method ensures that the faces will be evenly spaced, though it is sensitive to the spatial location of the voxel grid (i.e., if a voxel boundary falls close to the feature surface, points that should represent the same surface could be split into two near-parallel surfaces). The point-picking method will tend to ‘follow’ the surface without regard to arbitrary voxel boundaries, but it is also sensitive to the randomly chosen initial and re-start points. An example output for the voxel-based algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.13. Fig. 6.14 shows a face discretization for a stereo model of Lacus Mortis pit.

![Figure 6.13: Face discretization of the crater shown in Fig. 6.1. Blue arrows indicate face normals.](image)

For any terrain-feature-modeling task, there will be a start and stop date/time. The sun direction can then be computed from ephemeris data. To get more accurate than a simple assumption of 360 degrees of sun angle change corresponds to one local day, the position of the sun in a planet-fixed frame for each time of interest is computed using SPICE [77]. A script written in this research then uses the sun position to create a vector to the sun in a local frame centered on the feature of interest. For simplicity, it is assumed that the sun is a perfect directional light source instead of an area source at a very great distance. This sun direction and the face normals can be used to determine face illumination angles, and
face positions combined with a coarse prior model of the pit can be used to do ray-tracing to determine shadowed faces [78].

To determine the visibility of faces from various rover positions, one can either generate rover positions and views and test which face(s) they can see (generate and test) or determine for each face which rover positions can see it (synthesis). A synthesis approach for visibility computation was used for the simple simulation example discussed in Chapter 3. For all other examples in this work, a generate and test approach was used, (or a receive-as-input and test approach). For pits, positions were generated at regularly-spaced intervals around the pit outline. For the rocks discussed in Section 7.2, positions were received as input.

To determine if faces are visible in a given view from a robot position (the ‘test’ part of generate and test), ray tracing is done from the camera position [78]. The number of rays to use for each camera image is based on the size of a face, (the view-target computation algorithms described above generate faces of uniform size, if faces were not uniform size, the minimum face size should be used), and the spread between adjacent rays at the maximum expected viewing distance. The distance between ray tips at that distance should be somewhat less than the face size to ensure that each visible face is hit by at least one ray. For faces that are intersected by at least one ray, (potentially visible faces), the four vectors between the camera center and the face corners are checked against the camera field of view to ensure that the entire face can be seen. Two dimensional view angles, computed by comparing the direction of vectors from the camera to the face centers with the face normals, are stored for each valid position-face pairing.

Robot path planning is a well studied area, so path lengths between robot positions are computed using existing path-planning algorithms. If the terrain is obstacle-free, (except for the target feature), then a set of straight-line distances can be measured between nearby positions, these can be added to a graph, and Dijkstra’s algorithm can be used to compute an all-pairs shortest path solution to get the distance from each position to each other position [72]. This was the solution implemented in testing for this work. If the terrain is more complex, an algorithm like A* [36] or D* [37, 38] can be used to compute paths that avoid
obstacles.

The value function used for planning was essentially the same as that described in Section 3.3. View and illumination angle limits (including relative view and illumination angle limits) were modified on a per-experiment basis. Limits used in simulation experiments were somewhat arbitrary, but for real-world problems, limits should be set according to the procedures outlined in Chapter 4.
6.3 View Trajectory Planning

6.3.1 Developing an Algorithm to Solve the OPTWIND

The Time Opportunity and Inter-Node Target Relationship Planner (TO-INTReP), shown in Algorithm 1, solves OPTWIND and generates view trajectory plans. The algorithm assumes that time has been coarsely divided, based on significant changes in availability or value of positions, similar to the start time, end time, and time divisions, as described in Section 3.1. The algorithm first computes a value for each position at each time, as the sum of potential values for each target type available from that position, weighted by one over the total length of time during which that target type is available from any position. Positions within each coarse time division are then ordered by this value. Starting with the top position for each time division, the algorithm tries to find a feasible trajectory that includes one position per time division and meets distance constraints, proceeding to lower-valued positions for a given time if necessary. From the feasible trajectory, it tries to add positions, ordered by the difference in the set of targets available (the larger the difference, the better), within each coarse time division and remaining within the distance constraints. It does a local search to reduce the trajectory distance. It then determines which targets do not have the desired number of views, and tries to add positions, ordered by the number of target types they meet constraints for, and thus improve value. The insert-by-set-difference, insert-reduce-trajectory-distance, and insert-to-satisfy-constraints are repeated until the change in paths is lower than some specified threshold, or a specified maximum number of iterations is reached.

Eq. 6.1 and eq. 6.2 are copies eq. 5.7 and eq. 3.3, provided for convenience since these are used by Algorithm 1.

\[
a(t_i, p_k) = \prod_{z=1}^{Z} \left[ \min \left( \max \left( \beta_{ikz} - A_{z,\text{min}}, 0 \right), 1 \right) \right. \\
\left. \times \min \left( -\min \left( \beta_{ikz} - A_{z,\text{max}}, 0 \right), 1 \right) \right]
\] (6.1)

\[
b(t_i, p_j) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } |s(t_i, p_j)| < I \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (6.2)

6.3.2 Testing with Partial Implementation of TO-INTReP

The algorithm was implemented to determine if TO-INTReP could successfully plan a set of views for the terrain feature modeling problem. This was seeded with an initial feasible path. The capability to add nodes based on the set difference between faces visible from nodes on the path and those not yet on the path was included. The capability to add nodes that met constraints was partially implemented. The algorithm identifies the set of faces which are visible at some time but do not have full value in the current plan, the “goal faces”.
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Algorithm 1 Time Opportunity and Inter-Node Target Relationship Planner (TO-INTReP)

1: for $t_i \in T$ do
2:     for $l_j \in L$ do
3:         $n = (t_i, l_j)$
4:         $Val(n) \leftarrow \sum_{p_k \in P} \left\{ \frac{a(n, p_k)}{\sum_{t_n \in T} b(t_n, p_k)} \right\}$ \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{Here } a \text{ is used as in eq. 6.1, and } b \text{ is used as in eq. 6.2}
5:     end for
6:     $\text{PositionTimes}(t_i, :) \leftarrow \text{Sort}(\text{Positions}, Val)$
7: end for
8: $\text{Count} \leftarrow 1$
9: $\text{MaxCount} \leftarrow \text{NumPositions}$
10: $\text{Path} \leftarrow \emptyset$
11: while ($\text{Path} == \emptyset$) AND ($\text{Count} < \text{MaxCount}$) do
12:     $\text{Graph} \leftarrow \text{BuildGraph}(\text{StartPosition}, \text{PositionTimes}(t_i, 1 : \text{Count}))$
13:     $\text{Path} \leftarrow \text{FindPath}(\text{Graph})$
14:     $\text{Count} \leftarrow \text{Count} + 1$
15: end while
16: if $\text{Path} \neq \emptyset$ then
17:     $\text{Count2} \leftarrow 1$
18:     $\text{MaxCount2} \leftarrow N$
19:     $\text{ModelVal} \leftarrow 0$
20:     $\text{MaxModelVal} \leftarrow M$
21: while ($\text{ModelVal} < \text{MaxModelVal}$) AND ($\text{Count2} < \text{MaxCount2}$) do
22:     $\text{PrevPath} \leftarrow \text{Path}$
23:     for $t_i \in T$ do
24:         $\text{Path} \leftarrow \text{AddNodesSetDifference}(\text{Path})$
25:     end for
26:     $\text{Path} \leftarrow \text{ReduceTravelDistance}(\text{Path})$
27:     $\text{Path} \leftarrow \text{AddNodesMeetConstraints}(\text{Path})$
28:     $\text{ModelValue} \leftarrow \text{ComputeModelValue}(\text{Path})$
29:     $\text{Count2} \leftarrow \text{Count2} + 1$
30: end while
31: return $\text{Path}$
32: else
33:     return $\emptyset$
34: end if
Table 6.1: Results from running a partial implementation of TO-INTReP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Start Pos.</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Exp. Value</th>
<th># Views</th>
<th>Path Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TO-INTReP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-INTReP failurerate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-INTReP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-INTReP failurerate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-INTReP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-INTReP failurerate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-INTReP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-INTReP failurerate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-INTReP</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-INTReP failurerate</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-INTReP</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-INTReP failurerate</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Positions that view goal faces and meet constraints are identified. Nodes corresponding to these positions and to times when any of the goal faces are visible are then tested for addition to the path. If the node increases the plan value, it is added. The reduce distance function was not included in this implementation.

As a different heuristic for reducing distance, the failure rate concept from Section 3.3 was used in the add nodes to meet constraints step. Instead of testing against the model value, the expected model value was used.

6.3.3 Experimental Results

Fig. 3.8 shows one test scenario. There were 6 potential rover positions, 6 target faces, and 5 coarse time divisions. Results are shown in Table 6.1 for the TO-INTReP partial implementation, using model value for AddNodesMeetConstraints, and using expected model value (TO-INTReP failurate). The algorithms are run starting from each of the potential rover positions. Note that TO-INTReP succeeds in achieving 100% model value for each starting position. TO-INTReP with the failure rate modification did not achieve full model value, but it consistently had a higher ‘expected value’ and shorter path length when starting from the same starting position. The failure rate heuristic assumes that views that happen sooner are more likely to occur, while views that happen later are less likely to occur because the robot may fail before they can be captured. A lower value result with higher expected value is likely a consequence of this effect.

The partial TO-INTReP implementation was also tested against a pit with 24 faces (12 angular divisions and two vertical), 24 positions, and 12 coarse time divisions. It succeeded in reaching 100% model value from each starting position.
6.3.3.1 AI Planning for the OPTWIND

The AI planning community has created numerous general-purpose planners. Many of these, especially those used for the International Planning Competition. For the International Planning Competition, planning problems and their domains are written in PDDL. These planners can be tested on OPTWIND instances if these instances can be effectively expressed in PDDL.

6.3.4 Representing OPTWIND in PDDL

The knowledge engineering tool itSIMPLE was used to create a partial expression of the OPTWIND for pit modeling in PDDL [79, 80]. The itSIMPLE package enables users to construct planning scenarios in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and automatically translate them to PDDL. Fig. 6.15 shows the UML class diagram created for this problem. Note that the agent is a rover, of general class “locatable” that can be located at a “LocationTime” node. This corresponds to the nodes in Section 5.3. Each node has an associated Location and Time. Targets may be visible or not from a Location, and lit or not at a Time. The rover has two possible actions: \textit{move} takes the rover from one Location to another and lasts one unit of time, and \textit{view} sets a Target’s viewed attribute to true and is instantaneous. The available attribute of a Location can be set to true during times that correspond to its associated coarse time division and false otherwise.

In addition to the UML class diagram, the itSIMPLE user defines a state machine diagram that provides more information on defined actions. From these inputs, a PDDL domain file can be generated.

Before planning, a description of the problem is also needed. Multiple instances of each class can be added to the problem’s object repository, and then snapshots defining the initial and goal states are defined. For the OPTWIND problem, the object repository has one RoverObject, 6 Targets, 6 Locations, 5 Times, and 6 x 5 LocationTimes (labeled with the format \textit{loctime}_{<time>}_{<location>}).

In the initial state, each LocationTime is linked to its associated location with isat and its associated time with istime. Assuming that the set of locations lie in a circle surrounding a pit, each LocationTime node is connected to its two neighbors in the same time, as well as itself and its location neighbors at the next time. Relations lit and visible are set according to the scenario in Section 6.3.2, although visible is binary on whether it meets the absolute view angle threshold.

In the goal state, the rover is at \textit{loctime}_{5}_{6} and faces 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 are viewed (4 is never lit, so it cannot be viewed). Resulting domain and problem files for PDDL 2.2 can be found in Appendix C.

Several aspects of the OPTWIND are not represented in this domain. These include restrictions on not visiting LocationTime nodes at the wrong time (the available attribute of the LocationTime class is a potential way of implementing this, but setting this value independently of rover actions would require the timed-initial-literals functionality of PDDL, and working with this functionality in the itSIMPLE environment is not well documented).
Both lighting and visibility are binary, so enforcement of relative constraints is not possible without a different representation. The rover has a specified end node, which is part of the OPTWIND formulation, but not needed for the pit modeling application. Representation of distance is not yet included in this domain, and the time of the move action is constant, which would not be the case if paths were different lengths. Metrics can be added to evaluate plans in the PDDL/itSIMPLE framework, but none have yet been defined for this domain.

### 6.3.5 Experimental Results

A set of planners are included with the itSIMPLE distribution. Table 6.2 shows results from all the planners included in itSIMPLE that were judged to be applicable to the problem.

Only three of the tested planners successfully generated plans. The plan generated by LPG-td reached the goal node, but no faces were viewed. SGPlan 5 and SGPlan 6 generated
the same plan and achieved everything in the goal state: the goal node was reached and all 5 target faces were viewed. The plan from SGPlan 6 is shown in Fig. 6.16.

0.001: (MOVE ROVEROBJECT LOCTIME_2_2 LOCTIME_1_1) [1.0000]
1.002: (MOVE ROVEROBJECT LOCTIME_2_1 LOCTIME_2_2) [1.0000]
2.003: (VIEW ROVEROBJECT TARGET3 LOCTIME_2_1) [0.0000]
2.004: (MOVE ROVEROBJECT LOCTIME_3_2 LOCTIME_2_1) [1.0000]
3.005: (VIEW ROVEROBJECT TARGET6 LOCTIME_3_2) [0.0000]
3.006: (MOVE ROVEROBJECT LOCTIME_3_3 LOCTIME_3_2) [1.0000]
4.007: (MOVE ROVEROBJECT LOCTIME_3_4 LOCTIME_3_3) [1.0000]
5.008: (VIEW ROVEROBJECT TARGET2 LOCTIME_3_4) [0.0000]
5.009: (MOVE ROVEROBJECT LOCTIME_4_3 LOCTIME_3_4) [1.0000]
6.010: (VIEW ROVEROBJECT TARGET5 LOCTIME_4_3) [0.0000]
6.011: (VIEW ROVEROBJECT TARGET1 LOCTIME_4_3) [0.0000]
6.012: (MOVE ROVEROBJECT LOCTIME_5_4 LOCTIME_4_3) [1.0000]
7.013: (MOVE ROVEROBJECT LOCTIME_5_5 LOCTIME_5_4) [1.0000]
8.014: (MOVE ROVEROBJECT LOCTIME_5_6 LOCTIME_5_5) [1.0000]

Figure 6.16: Plan generated by SGPlan 6
6.4 View Trajectory Execution and Detailed Model Construction

Since many great tools for 3D model construction from images exist and are freely available for use, it was decided that model construction from images collected during execution of a view trajectory would be done with existing tools. Several of these tools were evaluated on data from analog planetary features. A brief comparison of model building methods is given in Section 6.4.1. Section 6.4.2 shows modeling of lava tube skylights, a crater, and a canyon without explicit view trajectory planning.

6.4.1 Comparison of Model Building Methods

Model building from images has two steps. First, the relative positions of the cameras are determined in a structure-from-motion step, and then a dense reconstruction is computed given those positions. In this subsection, as presented in [15], several existing modeling methods are evaluated, a combination of structure-from-motion and dense reconstruction algorithms, to determine which is most effective on data from an analog field site.

Camera reconstructions portions of King’s Bowl pit, (see Section B.1), were evaluated using a set of images taken at positions E14 at time 17:19 and E13 at time 16:11 (shown in Fig. 6.17). Images were taken with a Canon EOS Rebel T3 DSLR camera with a 50mm lens. Reconstructed models from images were compared to a ground truth LIDAR model of the site [81].

The pipelines evaluated were the Multi-View Environment (MVE) in [69], VisualSFM [66, 67] for structure-from-motion and MVE for dense reconstruction, VisualSFM for structure-from-motion and PMVS/CMVS [64, 65] for dense reconstruction, OpenMVG [68] for structure-from-motion and MVE for dense reconstruction, Bundler [62, 63], Bundler for structure-from-motion and PMVS/CMVS for dense reconstruction, and Bundler for structure-from-motion and MVE for dense reconstruction. The combination of approaches can be seen in Table 6.3.

OpenMVG implemented two methods for computing global rotation from a list of relative estimates. The first method employed Martinec’s algorithm detailed in [82] and the second method employed an algorithm developed by Chatterjee, et. al. detailed in [83]. OpenMVG1 in Table 6.3 refers to the first method and OpenMVG2 refers to the second method.

Fuhrman et. al. developed the Multi-View Environment (MVE) in [69] that takes images as input and outputs a dense point cloud. Their algorithm includes structure-from-motion, multi-view stereo reconstruction, and dense point cloud generation from multi-scale data. The structure-from-motion and dense point cloud generation are run together on the input data and compared to other structure-motion-algorithms combined with the MVE dense point cloud generation. The full reconstruction pipeline can be run using the MVE software. Alternatively, MVE can take as input sparse reconstruction from another structure-from-motion software and output a dense reconstruction.

The Clustering Views for Multi-View Stereo (CMVS) [65] and Patch-based Multi-view Stereo [64] algorithms of Furukawa, et. al. were also evaluated to generate dense point
Figure 6.17: Overhead view of Kingsbowl pit. Potential positions are marked by yellow push-pins. (View from Google Earth [3]. Base image from [4])
clouds from the camera images.

Each of the methods reconstructed a camera model of the pit of varying quality. The quality of the model was measured by comparing to ground truth collected by a LIDAR. Each camera model was coarsely registered to the LIDAR model using handpicked points. Following the coarse registration, a fine registration was computed using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [84, 85, 86].

In order to accurately compare the LIDAR ground truth model to the camera models generated by the pipelines, the vertices in the models were voxelized using a density of 0.2 meters. The models could then be directly compared to determine the statistics in Table 6.3. The metrics compared are coverage, or the percent of the voxels that are occupied in the ground truth LIDAR model that are also occupied in the camera model, and percent of values in the camera model that are occupied in the ground truth model. This latter metric gives a measure of how much spurious or ‘noisy’ data the stereo reconstruction creates.

An analysis of the results concludes that the structure-from-motion component should be Bundler or VisualSFM. When combined with dense reconstruction by CMVS/PMVS, these produce the least noisy models. When combined with MVE, they produce the best coverage, but noisier results. The other methods (i.e. OpenMVG and the structure-from-motion component of MVE) produced significantly poorer results. It is also worth noting that by default, CMVS/PMVS sets a restriction of 10 degrees on minimum angle between views of a point for it to be included in the reconstruction. Relaxing this restriction increases CMVS/PMVS coverage. It must also be noted that these combinations of methods were run on a single dataset with fairly consistent lighting conditions. This investigation was admittedly not comprehensive enough to draw sweeping conclusions about these methods, but it was enough to determine that Bundler or VisualSFM for SFM combined with CMVS/PMVS for dense reconstruction would be sufficient for demonstrating planned-view-trajectory model building.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure from motion</th>
<th>Reconstruction</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>% camera values not found in ground truth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MVE</td>
<td>MVE</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VisualSFM</td>
<td>MVE</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>42.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VisualSFM</strong></td>
<td><strong>CMVS/PMVS</strong></td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td><strong>23.5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenMVG1</td>
<td>MVE</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>92.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenMVG2</td>
<td>MVE</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>91.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bundler</strong></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td><strong>24.5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bundler</strong></td>
<td><strong>CMVS/PMVS</strong></td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td><strong>22.9</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundler</td>
<td>MVE</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4.2 Model Building for Planetary Analog Features

This section discusses 3D models of planetary analog features. These models demonstrate the feasibility of modeling large-scale planetary terrain features from images. Of particular interest is the demonstration modeling from pit, crater, and canyon rims.

These models were built without explicit view trajectory planning. The effects of transient directional lighting, already less extreme on Earth than on the Moon due to Earth’s atmosphere, were mitigated by collecting all images of a sunlit feature in a relatively short period of time so light direction did not change that much and/or by collecting images under cloudy skies. The modeling of Meteor Crater, however, was negatively impacted by not planning for transient lighting.

Section 6.4.2.1 discusses the modeling of a lava tube skylight pit from images and comparison with a ground truth LIDAR model. Section 6.4.2.2 shows modeling of several features of a lava tube cave. Section 6.4.2.3 shows modeling of a rock feature in the Grand Canyon. Section 6.4.2.4 shows modeling of Meteor Crater.

6.4.2.1 Indian Tunnel

A skylight pit near the southern end of the Indian Tunnel lava tube cave was modeled with images (see Section B.2). All images were collected within a 2 hour timespan, and cloudy skies ensured that lighting was mostly global instead of directional. 205 images total were collected from 14 stations around the rim of the skylight. Tripod stations were spaced with a target distance of roughly 4.5 meters. Stations were adjusted as needed to accommodate hazardous terrain, and precise measurements of station positions were not done. At each station, the tripod was manually leveled by eye using an integrated bubble level. The tripod was adjusted such that the camera tilt was zero. The camera was panned to the left-most edge of the pit (in the current view). Additional views were taken by tilting down by 22.5 degrees to 45 degrees and panning by 30 degrees until the right-most edge of the pit was reached.

Two Canon EOS Rebel T3 DSLR cameras with manually adjustable zoom lenses, 18mm focal length, and field of view of approximately 45 degrees vertical and 63 degrees horizontal were used to take images of the skylight. Each image was taken with auto-exposure using center-weighted average metering.

Other camera parameters were fixed for all images, including ISO 100, aperture F8 and white balance of 5200K (daylight).

A 3D model of the pit was constructed using Bundler for bundle adjustment and CMVS/PMVS for dense reconstruction [62, 63, 64, 65]. Fig. 6.18 shows a view of the colorized point cloud created using this method. A mesh model was generated by applying a Poisson reconstruction [75, 76], and the resulting model is shown in Fig. 6.19. (The construction of this model was also reported in [15]).

To evaluate the success of the reconstruction, the point cloud built from camera images was compared against a ground-truth point cloud built using a FARO laser (this error analysis was first reported in [16]). Because structure from motion does not preserve scale, the...
camera reconstruction first had to be scaled. The data also had to be rotated and translated to match the frame of the ground truth model. Initial alignment was done by manually identifying a small set of features in both models and using these to compute scale, rotation, and translation. In a mission scenario, scale could be obtained from knowledge of a robot’s relative position between pairs of images, or from comparing a pit model to orbital images.

After initial alignment, the camera reconstruction was cropped to the same bounds as the ground truth model. While the ground truth model has extensive surface coverage, the focus of the camera modeling was on the pit walls and floor (the surface terrain is only covered in a few sparse patches), so surface terrain was cropped out of both models before comparison. After cropping, both models were loaded with CloudCompare software [87]. Fine alignment and scale was done using the iterative closest point method [86], then distance between the two point clouds was calculated. A maximum distance of 8.1m, a mean distance of 0.042m, and a standard deviation of 0.16m were computed. Fig. 6.20 and Fig. 6.21 show a more detailed view of the point cloud distance error. As can be seen in Fig. 6.20, distance errors above 1m (including the 8.1m maximum distance) tend to be outliers, which could easily be removed by filtering. The vast majority of the points have distance errors in the single-digit centimeter range (see histograms in Fig. 6.22 and Fig. 6.23). Fig. 6.24 shows detail for the error evaluation over the range 0cm to 10cm. This indicates that error tends to be lower on the pit walls, and higher at the extremes of the visible tunnel region. This is not surprising given the more oblique viewing angles and greater distance from the camera for the tunnel segments. There also appears to be high error in some areas of the pit floor. While some of
this appears to be noise, other high-error patches are due to gaps in the ground-truth data, likely caused by boulders occluding the laser’s view.

Fig. 6.25 shows the ground-truth model overlaid on the distance error evaluation to give an indication of model coverage. The lower corner of the lava tube segment on the left and the lower portion of the small tributary lava tube on the bottom, for example, are not included in the camera model. The ground-truth model is also denser than the camera model. Note that in some cases, as illustrated in Fig. 6.26, apparent error in the camera point cloud results from gaps in the ground-truth data.

Figure 6.20: Error evaluation for point cloud model, side view. Distances are in meters.
Figure 6.21: Error evaluation for point cloud model, top view. Distances are in meters.

Figure 6.22: Histogram for error distances for camera reconstruction model over the range of 0m to 1m
Figure 6.23: Histogram for error distances for camera reconstruction model over the range of 0 to 10cm.

Figure 6.24: Error evaluation for point cloud model, top view, showing error range 0 to 10cm. Distances are in meters.
Figure 6.25: Overlay of ground-truth data (white) on error evaluation (same view as Fig. 6.21) to show coverage.

Figure 6.26: A close-up of model with white ground-truth points and error-colored camera model points shows that in some cases, like the green patch in the center of this image, the apparent error is likely due to a gap in the ground-truth data. Distances are in meters.
6.4.2.2 Pluto’s Cave

The first attempt in this work at modeling planetary analog features from images was done at Pluto’s Cave (see Section B.3). A hand-held Canon EOS Rebel T3 DSLR camera was used to collect a dataset of over 1700 images in the field. Images of features in daylight were taken over short periods. Images inside the cave were taken using a camera-mounted LED array. This setup meant that the phase angle between the view and illumination vectors was always small, except for areas near an entrance or skylight.

Selected images were used to do 3D reconstruction of several segments of terrain. Features were detected and matched across images using SIFT [70], bundle adjustment was done using Bundler [62, 63], and dense reconstruction was done using CMVS/PMVS [64, 65].

![Figure 6.27: Overview of features in Pluto’s Cave](image)

Fig. 6.27 shows an overview of features in Pluto’s Cave.

Fig. 6.28 shows one of the images of a steep-walled skylight, taken from inside the cave, and an overhead view shows similarities to the Marius Hills Hole on the Moon, a pit believed to be a skylight. Fig. 6.29 shows a reconstructed model of the feature. This model was constructed from 191 images.

There were 280 images of a tunnel segment, 162 of which were used by PMVS. The result is shown in Fig. 6.30. Models were also built of a larger skylight with a ramp entrance (Fig. 6.31), and an arch between two collapsed sections of the cave (Fig. 6.32). Success with the Bundler/CMVS/PMVS pipeline in these early model-building efforts showed that it was a reasonable choice for other feature-modeling experiments in this work, and this conclusion was supported by the investigation in 6.4.1.
Figure 6.28: Left: Image of steep-walled skylight at Pluto’s Cave. Right Top: Marius Hills Hole (Image credit LROC). Right Bottom: Satellite view of steep-walled skylight at Pluto’s Cave (Image credit: Google Maps).

Figure 6.29: Model built of steep-walled skylight in Pluto’s cave
Figure 6.30: Model built of lava tube tunnel in Pluto’s Cave

Figure 6.31: Model built of lava tube skylight in Pluto’s Cave
6.4.2.3 Grand Canyon

A rock formation near Maricopa Point in the Grand Canyon was modeled from images (see Section B.5). At approximately 2km, the Grand Canyon dataset had the largest viewing distance of any of the constructed models. A set of 107 images was collected using a hand-held, wide-field-of-view cell phone camera from multiple viewpoints over about 3km of trail along the canyon rim, spanning a 73-degree range in view angle, as measured in Google Earth [5]. The majority of the images were taken in the span of 1 hour and 15 minutes, which would correspond to less than 18 degrees of sun angle change, although 4 images were taken earlier, making the timespan of the full dataset 2 hours and 45 minutes. The weather was also cloudy with intermittent sun breaks, so some images have more diffuse than directional lighting.
Bundler [62, 63] was unable to achieve a reasonable structure from motion solution for this image set, most likely because it could not get the camera focal length from the EXIF data attached to the images, so VisualSFM [66, 67] was used for structure from motion. PMVS/CMVS was used for dense reconstruction [64, 65]. Some isolated free-floating point clusters that were clearly erroneous were manually cleaned using MeshLab [88]. Results are shown in Fig. 6.35. Modeling of the rock formation worked well, although reconstruction of background features was noisy.

![Image of Grand Canyon Village and Rock Formation](image)

**Figure 6.34:** Most extreme views for Grand Canyon dataset (Imagery from Google Earth [5]).

![Reconstructed Point Cloud Models](image)

(a) ![Reconstructed Point Cloud Model (a)](image)
(b) ![Reconstructed Point Cloud Model (b)](image)
(c) ![Reconstructed Point Cloud Model (c)](image)

**Figure 6.35:** Views of a reconstructed point cloud model of a rock formation in the Grand Canyon.
6.4.2.4 Meteor Crater

Meteor Crater was modeled from images (see Section B.4). A set of 240 images was collected using a hand-held, wide-field-of-view cell phone camera from multiple viewpoints in the visitor center area (see Fig. 6.36). The maximum viewing distance in this image set was about 1.2km. Maximum relative view angle difference for the most distant part of the crater to be modeled was about 5.5 degrees, as measured in Google Earth (see Fig. 6.37) [6]. All images were taken in the span of 45 minutes, which would correspond to about an 11-degree change in illumination angle. However, because images were taken near sunset, the illumination angle change resulted in a large change in the area of the crater in shadow. See Fig. 6.38 for an illustration.

![Figure 6.36: Camera positions for Meteor Crater. (Imagery from Google Earth [6])](image)

VisualSFM [66, 67] was used for structure from motion. Dense reconstruction was attempted with PMVS/CMVS, although the dense reconstruction only covered a relatively small portion of the crater, likely due to the small relative view angles to the far side of the crater and the default parameter in PMVS limiting reconstruction to relative views of 10 degrees or higher [64, 65]. Structure from motion results are shown in Fig. 6.39. Note how the reconstruction is fairly good for the continuously lit portion of the crater, but points in the shadowed portion of the crater are more sparse. The shadowed region corresponds to the right part of Fig. 6.39b and the top right portion of Fig. 6.39c. Modeling of this feature would have been more successful if view trajectory planning had been used to determine the time of day when images of various faces of the crater were imaged.

110
Figure 6.37: Illustration of relative view angle for the most distant camera positions in the Meteor Crater dataset. Views from Station 6 and Station 4 from Fig. 6.36 are illustrated. (Imagery from Google Earth [6])

Figure 6.38: Images from the Meteor Crater dataset (a) from the first station, showing a significant portion of the crater floor un-shadowed, and (b) from the last station, showing significantly more shadowing. Note the bright spot near the center of the crater that is just to the left of the shadow in (a) and on the far right of the image in (b).
Figure 6.39: Sparse reconstruction of meteor crater: (a) side view, (b) view from behind the camera, (c) top view
This chapter presents two demonstrations of the concepts presented in the thesis. Section 7.1 demonstrates the planned-view-trajectory model building process from end to end on field data for a planetary analog pit. Section 7.2 is the counterpart for modeling a rock with lighting simulating Mars. The rock modeling uses a subset of the controlled lighting laboratory data from Appendix A to simulate illumination directions over the course of a Mars day and views of a rock that are possible from a rover with an arm-mounted camera. Images are then selected from this subset, given limits on view angle, illumination angle, relative view angle, and relative illumination angle set as described in Chapter 4, to model each rock face.

7.1 Field Experiment at King’s Bowl

An end-to-end demonstration of the planned-view-trajectory model building process, from inputs and coarse model construction to final detailed model building, was conducted at the King’s Bowl planetary analog pit (see Section B.1).

To build the coarse model, the pit was viewed from above using Google Earth, and the outline of the pit was traced and saved as latitude and longitude values in a KML file [3]. The outline was then projected down to the estimated depth of the pit to create a coarse prior model. Fig. 7.1 shows the satellite view and the generated coarse model. Fig. 7.2 shows discretization of the coarse model into patches.

Camera positions were generated at roughly 8 m increments along both the east and west side of the pit (see Fig. 7.3). Because a digital elevation map was not part of the prior model, paths between adjacent positions were manually estimated (avoiding cracks and holes visible in overhead imagery) and measured using Google Earth [3]. Paths are assumed to be bi-directional. Dijkstra’s algorithm is run on a graph with position nodes and path-length edges to compute the distance from each position to each other position [72]. To determine if faces are visible in a given view from a rover position, ray tracing was done from the camera position [78]. To distinguish different illumination conditions, time was discretized into two-hour increments.

For the planning part of the planned-view-trajectory model building process, two algo-
Figure 7.1: Prior model example for projection of outline, using King’s Bowl pit. (Left image from [4], right image created by the authors)

Figure 7.2: A tiling of the coarse model of King’s Bowl pit into surface faces

Algorithms for solving the OPTWIND are used in this experiment. One takes a greedy approach and takes any views that meet absolute and relative view and lighting angle constraints. The other is the timewindow algorithm, a partial implementation of Algorithm 1 from Section 6.3.1. Before this algorithm starts, it is assumed that time has been coarsely divided, based on significant changes in availability or value of positions, similar to the start time, end time, and time divisions. The algorithm first computes a value for each position at each time, as the sum of potential values for each target type available from that position, weighted by one over the total length of time during which that target type is available from any position. Positions within each coarse time division are then ordered by this value. Starting with the top position for each time division, the algorithm tries to find a feasible trajectory that includes one position per time division and meets distance constraints, proceeding to lower-valued positions for a given time if necessary. From the feasible trajectory, it tries to add positions, ordered by the difference in the set of targets available (the larger the difference, the better), within each coarse time division and remaining within the distance constraints. It does a local search to reduce the trajectory distance. It then determines which
Figure 7.3: Overhead view of Kingsbowl pit. Potential positions are marked by yellow push-pins. (View from Google Earth [3]. Base image from [4])
targets do not have the desired number of views, and tries to add positions, ordered by the number of target types they meet constraints for, and thus improve value. The insert by set difference, reduce trajectory distance, and insert to satisfy constraints steps are repeated until the change in paths is lower than some specified threshold, or a specified maximum number of iterations is reached.

Faces viewed in the view trajectory plans for both the greedy and the timewindow method are shown in Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5. Note that the greedy algorithm appears to get better 2D coverage than the timewindow algorithm, but it has barely any 3D coverage. The timewindow algorithm has a region of good 3D coverage on the west wall (far wall in Fig. 7.5), and limited 3D coverage on the northeast wall. Neither plan has good coverage of the pit floor.

Execution of the view trajectory was done by selecting images from the King’s Bowl dataset (see Section B.1). These images were taken from tripod-mounted Canon EOS Rebel T3 DSLR cameras with 50mm fixed focal length lenses. Images were taken over two days and binned into 2 hour time-of-day increments, with some positions being repeated at multiple times. In total, 613 images were available for consideration by the planners. A set of images from a planned view trajectory was then used for model reconstruction. Bundler and CMVS/PMVS were used for reconstruction [62, 63, 64, 65].

Fig. 7.6 shows the reconstruction from a set of 60 images randomly selected from among the 613 total images without regard to illumination or view angles. The reconstructed area
Figure 7.5: Faces viewed under the timewindow plan. Faces are colored by number of views. Magenta asterisks indicate the rover positions in this plan.
of the pit is in the middle of the east wall and incorporates images from 3 positions.

Fig. 7.7 shows the reconstruction for the greedy algorithm’s view trajectory plan, which included 63 images. The reconstructed area lies on the east wall, but is very small, including only 4 images from 2 positions. It likely corresponds to the green face on the near wall in Fig. 7.4.

Fig. 7.8 shows the reconstruction for the timewindow algorithm’s view trajectory plan, which included 56 images. The reconstructed area lies on the west wall, likely corresponding to the clump of yellow, orange, and green faces on the far wall in Fig. 7.5. The reconstruction includes images from 4 positions. The timewindow algorithm successfully reconstructs a larger area than the greedy algorithm and the random image set, although none comes close to modeling the entire pit.

Figure 7.6

(a) A 3d reconstruction from a random set of 60 images of King’s Bowl, using the greedy planning method. The reconstruction covers a relatively small patch of terrain on the east wall of the pit. Three images from 3 positions on the west rim of the pit are used in the reconstruction. Red, green, and yellow dots represent camera positions.

(b) One of the images used to reconstruct the model.

All detailed models in this experiment are clearly partial reconstructions with limited feature coverage, and this is expected given the planned view trajectories. The limited coverage is attributable to limitations in data collection. The two day experiment intended
(a) A 3d reconstruction from a planned set of 63 images of King’s Bowl, using the greedy planning method. The resulting model covers a very small patch of terrain on the east wall of the pit and only incorporates 4 of the 63 images. The 4 images were taken from the west rim of the pit. Red, green, and yellow dots represent camera positions.

(b) One of the images used to reconstruct the model.

Figure 7.7

to acquire a comprehensive set of imagery from an array of robot locations over a series of illumination angles from which multiple view trajectories could be simulated. Experimental productivity was sub-optimal. Hence, images were not acquired from all viewpoints and under all illumination angles. Limits on relative illumination angle and view angle were set more loosely than ideal to account for the limited dataset. Camera pointing accuracy in the field was also limited, which likely resulted in some faces that the planner expected to be covered by a given image being partially covered or not covered by that image, especially near the edges of the field of view. The prior model was also very coarse. In cases where the coarse model was far from the actual shape of the pit, view and illumination angles could be significantly different than predicted. The model reconstruction pipeline of Bundler and CMVS/PMVS also has limited success when models are not contiguous, which is the case for the planned view trajectories in this demonstration. The resulting models of Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.8 reflected the shortcomings of the field campaign. Nonetheless, this experiment
(a) A 3d reconstruction from a planned set of 56 images of King’s Bowl, using the timewindow planning method. The reconstruction includes an area of the west wall. 26 of the images from 4 positions on the east rim were used for the reconstruction. Red, green, and yellow dots represent camera positions.

(b) One of the images used to reconstruct the model.

Figure 7.8

succeeds in demonstrating the planned-view-trajectory model building process end-to-end on a real-world planetary analog terrain feature.

7.2 Modeling a Rock in a Simulated Mars Day

To test the success of planned-view-trajectory model building when view and illumination angle limits are set as described in Chapter 4, a simulated Mars rock modeling scenario was set up using images of a turntable-mounted rock from the “lava” dataset, as described in Appendix A. In the scenario, a Mars rover has one day to model a rock with an arm-mounted camera. It can drive around the rock (turntable rotation), or it can raise or lower its arm (tripod angle change) to achieve different view angles. Different illumination angles will be achieved at different times of day.
A subset of the images in the “lava” dataset was selected corresponding to the illumination directions that would occur over a Mars day. For each turntable angle in the dataset, all of the light positions were transformed into a rock-fixed frame, and vectors to the center of the turntable were computed, creating a hemisphere of potential illumination vectors. Illumination vectors were also computed for a surface location on Mars over a single Mars day at approximately 4-minute increments, using SPICE tools and data from the Mars Science Laboratory mission [77]. These Mars illumination vectors were rotated about the local z axis by some angle, $\theta$. Angles between Mars illumination vectors and laboratory illumination vectors were computed, and the Mars illumination vector closest to each laboratory illumination vector was found. The set of laboratory illumination vectors was then reduced to only those for which the nearest Mars illumination vector was less than a threshold angle away (2.9 degrees was used as the threshold angle, corresponding to approximately 12 minutes of sun angle change). A visualization of illumination vector directions can be seen in Fig. 7.9. Only images corresponding to the reduced illumination vector set were included as part of the experiment: the images using the same turntable angle and light number for which a vector was computed, and any of nine tripod angles for each turntable-light combination. Since tripod angle changes correspond to raising and lowering an arm and not moving the robot base, it is assumed that image capture is fast, and several images can be taken during the same 4-minute increment.

Figure 7.9: Illumination vectors for the Mars rock scenario. Blue vectors indicate potential laboratory illumination directions. Red vectors indicate Mars illumination vectors. Cyan vectors indicate the selected subset of laboratory illumination vectors. The magenta + indicates the center of the turntable on which the rock is mounted.
Since the angle $\theta$ used in rotation to align the Mars frame with the rock-fixed frame is arbitrary, angles from 0-360 were tried, and the number of views for each face that met both view and illumination angle thresholds were computed. The angle $\theta$ was chosen such that each face had at least 9 potential views that met both thresholds (for the chosen $\theta$, the number of views meeting view and illumination angle thresholds were 51, 14, 9, 62, and 79 for faces 1-5, respectively). The selected $\theta$ value was also such that relative view and illumination thresholds could be met by at least one pair of images for each face. View and illumination angle parameters used in this experiment are listed in Table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>View Angle</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View Angle Relative</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illumination Angle</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illumination Angle Relative</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The LIDAR model of the lava rock described in Section A.2 was used as a coarse model, and the faces described in Section A.3 for the lava rock were used for a face discretization. Two view trajectories selected to obey all parameter limits were planned, and 10 view trajectories were generated randomly without regard to view and illumination angle limits. Each view trajectory had 10 views, two for each face. It is worth noting that due to the nature of the lava dataset, many images view more than one face, especially for faces 2-5. Only the faces specifically selected to view a face were used for reconstructing that face. Reconstructions were done with Bundler for structure-from-motion (SFM) and PMVS for dense reconstruction [62, 63, 64].

Fig. 7.10 shows results for reconstruction of each face for the planned view trajectories. Note that the majority of each face is successfully reconstructed in both trials. For faces 2-5, parts of other faces are also reconstructed in addition to the target face.

Table 7.2 shows results for the randomly generated view trajectories. For most cases, Bundler failed completely to produce an SFM result. In one case, Bundler produced a result, but it was not valid, and thus PMVS did not produce a result. In one case, PMVS produced a result that was not recognizable. In four cases, PMVS produced a recognizable result, but it was missing all or most of the target face. In four cases, the target face was successfully reconstructed.

With planned-view-trajectory model building, 10 of 10 image pairs are successfully used to build a model of the target face. With randomly selected images, only 4 of 50 image pairs work for modeling the target face. These results clearly show the value of planned-view-trajectory model building.
Figure 7.10: Faces 1-5 of lava rock masked in images (top), and reconstructed in trial 1 (middle) and 2 (bottom) of the planned view trajectories.

Table 7.2: Per-Face Results for Random View Trajectories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>No SFM Result</th>
<th>No Dense Reconstruction</th>
<th>Unrecognizable Dense Reconstruction</th>
<th>Misses Face</th>
<th>Successful Reconstruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 8

Conclusions

8.1 Summary

This research establishes view trajectory as a sequence of robot positions, robot view targets, and viewing times. It asserts that using planned, illumination-aware view trajectories facilitates building good models of substantially 3D planetary terrain features under transient, directional illumination with monocular imagery acquired by a surface robot. Metrics that contribute to good models are distinguished as coverage, resolution, and reconstruction accuracy.

The research develops planned-view-trajectory model building, which takes prior terrain data for a feature of interest, time information, illumination trajectory information, and rover restrictions and converts these into a planning problem that enables limits on viewing distance, view angle, illumination angle, relative view angle, and relative illumination angle to be applied when planning a view trajectory. The view trajectory planning problem is cast as a new vehicle routing problem, the Orienteering Problem with Time Windows and Inter-Node Dependencies (OPTWIND). A view trajectory planning algorithm to solve the OPTWIND is developed and presented.

Through an experimental campaign that captured thousands of rock images under directional lighting, the research investigated the impact of viewing distance, view angle, illumination angle, relative view angle, and relative illumination angle on these model quality metrics. Methods for setting limits on these parameters that minimize negative impacts on model quality were developed.

This work has modeled several substantially 3D terrain features on Earth that are analogs for planetary features. End-to-end demonstration of the planned-view-trajectory model building process was conducted. A demonstration of applying view and illumination angle limits, determined based on experimental results, to planned-view-trajectory model building was also presented.
8.2 Contributions

Contributions of this research include methodology for robotically modeling planetary features, field and laboratory experimentation to show the method in action, and studies to characterize what constitutes a good model. A significant contribution of the research is development and implementation of a methodology for planned-view-trajectory model building. The research demonstrates planned-view-trajectory model building on planetary analog data. The work contributes a characterization of performance for keypoint detection in images of planetary-relevant geologic materials taken under directional lighting over a range of view and illumination angles, based on experimental results. A key contribution is experimental determination of how relative view angles interact with relative illumination angles for keypoint matching. The research formulates view trajectory planning as an innovative vehicle routing problem. The research contributes an archival dataset consisting of nearly 19,000 images of planetary-relevant geologic material under controlled, directional lighting. The research contributes a dataset consisting of over 6,000 images of planetary analog terrain features, including a crater and lava tube skylights.

8.3 Conclusions and Future Work

Good models of substantially 3D planetary terrain features under transient, directional illumination with monocular imagery acquired by a surface robot result from planned, illumination-aware view trajectories. Automatic detection of keypoints varies across different view and illumination angles for directional lighting, with a peak number of keypoints detected around 60 degree illumination angle for small view angles. The number of features detected declines for smaller illumination angles, where the angle between the viewing direction and the illumination direction is too small, and for illumination angles that approach 90 degrees. Keypoint matching between images under directional lighting decreases exponentially as either the relative view angle or the relative illumination angle between image pairs increases. These insights set limits on view angle, illumination angle, relative view angle, and relative illumination angle in view trajectory plans. When these limits are applied, images captured during execution of the resulting view trajectory are useable for successful reconstruction of a given target face on a substantially 3D terrain feature. This is statistically superior to random choice of views of that face.

Avenues for future research include further study of view trajectory planning, more in-depth experimentation to explore the effects of terrain feature surface texture, and implementation on real robots. Future work could include development of a more efficient planner for planning view trajectories. A more comprehensive study of the effect of surface texture on the relationships between view and illumination angles and model quality could be conducted. This research used three diverse rock samples. A broader experimental program would further support the observations and improve statistical significance of the conclusions. A polynomial surface was fitted to data for number of features detected over view and illumination angle change, but the polynomial approximation fails at the edges of the
fitted data. More physically based models for feature detection results could be explored. Finally, while this research is motivated by robotic operations, cameras were tripod-deployed. Testing on real robots has yet to be demonstrated.

To date, planetary rovers have explored and modeled benign terrain in a myopic manner. By bringing methodology for deliberate, disciplined quality modeling, this research enables robotic exploration and modeling of planetary pits, canyons, and craters that call to our future.
Appendices
Appendix A

Controlled Lighting Experiments

To understand how view and illumination angles affect model quality, laboratory experiments were conducted with images of rocks under controlled directional lighting. A total of nearly 19,000 images were collected of three rock samples and processed to detect features, match features, and reconstruct 3D shape from images. Each rock sample was also scanned with LIDAR to determine coarse 3D shape. Section A.1 describes the laboratory setup and the datasets collected, Section A.2 describes the construction of coarse mesh models from LIDAR, Section A.3 describes how each rock sample was discretized into faces, Section A.4 describes how masks were computed and used to isolate rock samples and individual rock faces in images for data processing, and Section A.5 describes the data processing.

A.1 Laboratory Setup and Image Datasets

Rock samples were placed on a turntable with 24 individually controllable light sources in an otherwise dark scene (see Fig. A.1). Light sources were positioned along two walls and the top of a cube, and a camera was positioned at one edge of this cube. View angle could be adjusted by tilting the camera or by rotating the turntable. The camera height was adjusted for each tilt angle to keep the camera pointed at the rock. Illumination angle could be adjusted by selecting different light sources. Rotation of the turntable also adjusted the illumination angle relative to the local frames of each rock face.

Three different rock samples were used. View trajectory planning discretizes features into planar faces. The three rock samples differ in the degree to which faces appear planar.

The three rocks were acquired from landscaping supply sources. All are believed to be igneous rocks, but exact petrology is not known. For convenience, each rock was named according to common landscaping terminology: “basalt” is columnar basalt, “lava” is lava rock, and “lace” is volcanic lacerock. Fig. A.2 shows example images for each rock.

Basalt is weathered columnar basalt. It has a fine-grained texture, and most of the visual texture in images actually comes from color variation (from light tan to dark brown) on the

---

1The directional lighting part of the laboratory setup was put together by Uland Wong for his thesis work [89].
weathered surfaces of the rock. These surfaces are smooth to the touch. Self-shadowing occurs only when faces are illuminated at very oblique angles.

Lava is reddish in color and has a fine vesicular or “frothy” texture. There is some variation in color between different sides of the rock, but most of the visual texture in images comes from shape. Self shadowing occurs on a very fine scale as the illumination moves away from the surface normal, but coarser-scale self-shadowing only happens at very oblique illumination angles.

Lace is gray in color with a very coarse vesicular texture on most faces. The surface is rough to the touch. Most of the visual texture in images comes from shape. There is significant self-shadowing, even at fairly small illumination angles relative to the face normal.

A set of images was collected for each rock, varying the tripod angle (camera height and tilt) at 5 degree increments, the turntable angle at 5 to 10 degree increments, and light source position. Following collection of the main dataset, it was determined that images with smaller relative view angles were needed. Thus, another set of images for additional turntable angles was collected for each rock. These are the “small angles” datasets. Because the rock was not removed from the turntable between the lace and lace small angles sets, these two sets can be used together to get additional relative view angles. Table A.1 gives an overview of the collected datasets. Table A.2 gives detail for the tripod and turntable
angles for each dataset. Fig. A.3 shows a visualization of the turntable angles for the basalt, lava, and lace datasets.

Table A.1: Laboratory Dataset Descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Tripod Angles</th>
<th>Turntable Angles</th>
<th>Light Positions</th>
<th>Total Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>basalt</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basalt small angles</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lava</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lava small angles</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lace</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lace small angles</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All images were taken with a Canon EOS Rebel T3 camera (two distinct cameras were used, but both were the same model). The lens was a Canon EFS 55-250mm adjustable lens, set to 100mm. All images used a 15 second exposure and “Flash” white balance. The f-number was set to 5 for basalt, 8 for lava and lava small angles, and 16 for lace and lace small angles. The f-number for basalt small angles was 16.

For basalt, (the first rock sample imaged), the camera was mounted on a tripod. A plumb bob was used to position the tripod over the same spot after each height adjustment. For the
other rocks, (as well as the small angles set for basalt), the tripod head was mounted to a bar attached to the same frame as the lights, to facilitate more repeatable camera positioning.

The procedure followed when collecting data was to cycle through all light positions for each rock-camera relative pose (tripod angle and turntable angle), cycle through all turntable angles for each tripod angle, and cycle through all tripod angles as an outer loop. A few deviations from this procedure occurred. Namely, in the lava set, all turntable angle −120 images were collected first, and then the rest of the data were collected. For basalt, some images had to be re-taken due to errors after the tripod angle had already changed. For most images, the camera was auto-focused on the rock before taking images at each rock-camera relative pose. For higher tripod angles for lace, the aperture and distance from the rock resulted in a greater depth of field, so the camera was only auto-focused once per tripod angle.

Fig. A.4 illustrates the 24 different light directions. Twenty lights were mounted on five posts covering two sides of a cube, and four lights were mounted on the top of the cube. The camera was mounted on the post closest to the bottom-center of the plot. Fig. A.5 shows an example set of images for all these light positions at a single rock-camera relative pose. The four images in the top row are from the lights on the top of the cube. Each column represents one post.
Figure A.4: Visualization of light positions and illumination angles for a single turntable angle. Axes are labeled in meters. Four lights each are mounted on five vertical posts along two sides of a cube and four are mounted on the top of the cube. Camera positions are along the post closest to the bottom corner of this plot.

Figure A.5: Example images for lace rock with each light source
A.2 Coarse Rock Models

Geometry of each rock was captured by LIDAR scanning for use in identifying rock faces, for comparison with the models created from images, and to serve as coarse prior models in planned-view-trajectory modeling. Each rock was scanned several times from different directions using a Faro Focus 3D 120 LIDAR scanner. A down-sampled version of each scan was used for alignment between scans. Each scan was manually trimmed to include just the rock and any alignment fiducial markers. Coarse alignment between scans was done manually, either by visually estimating rotations or by identifying common features in two scans and transforming to align these features. Fine alignment was done using the Iterative Closest Point method [84, 85, 86]. Data from the full-resolution scans were manually trimmed to include just the rock, and then these were transformed according to the transformations determined during alignment of the coarse scans. Points from all high-resolution scans were merged into a single point cloud. Normals for the points were then estimated using MeshLab [88]. Color for the coarse model came from the Faro scanner’s built-in camera. Because the scanner auto-adjusts the camera white balance, in some cases scan color needed to be histogram adjusted before scans were merged into a single point cloud. Poisson Reconstruction was used to build mesh models from point clouds [75, 76]. These mesh models can be seen in Fig. A.6. For the basalt, lava, lace, lace small angles, and basalt small angles datasets, a LIDAR scan was taken of the rock in the lab to align it relative to the laboratory frame. The transformation between the scan and lab reference frames was computed by identifying light locations in the scan and aligning them (best fit using singular value decomposition) with known light locations. An example LIDAR scan of basalt in the lab can be seen in Fig. A.7.

One of the functions of the LIDAR mesh models is to serve as ground truth for 3D reconstructions, at least for coarse shape. Due to limitations in the sensing used to create the LIDAR models, however, they cannot be used to compute errors on order of the surface resolution of the captured images. The FARO Focus 3D 120 has a systematic range error of ±2mm, one sigma, and a range noise of ±0.6mm for surfaces with 90% reflectance and ±1.2mm for surfaces with 10% reflectance, both one sigma [90]. In comparison, given the
laboratory configuration used in these experiments with a viewing distance of 1.485m, the surface resolution is about 0.08mm. If a 3x3 square of pixels is used to reconstruct each 3D point, the 3D resolution of reconstructed models would be 0.24mm, which is order of magnitude smaller than the systematic range error.

Alignment between scans is also a source of error; that is harder to evaluate and is not explicitly evaluated here. Another potential source of error in the LIDAR model is the meshing step. Meshing effectively acts as a low-pass filter on spatial variation, so to the extent that high-frequency spatial variation is due to noise, meshing will reduce error, but to the extent that high-frequency spatial variation is due to rock shape, it will increase error.

Fig. A.8 shows a histogram of point-to-mesh distances, computed using CloudCompare [91] between the point cloud constructed from LIDAR scans and the mesh built from this point cloud for the basalt rock. For these meshes, the mesh normals point outward, so negative point-to-mesh distances indicate that the point is inside the mesh. The mean value for this point-to-mesh distance is −0.45mm, the standard deviation is 1.0mm, and the minimum and maximum values are −7.2mm and 5.3mm respectively. Fig. A.9 shows the histogram of point-to-mesh distances for the lava rock. The mean value is −0.11mm, the standard deviation is 0.74mm, and the minimum and maximum values are −4.6mm and 4.5mm respectively. Fig. A.10 shows the histogram of point-to-mesh distances for lace rock. The mean value is −0.11mm, the standard deviation is 0.88mm, and the minimum and maximum values are −5.2mm and 5.9mm respectively. The minimums, maximums, and standard deviations of point-to-mesh distance are within what is reasonable to expect just due to the range error and range noise of the FARO sensor (using 3 standard deviations for both range error and range noise would give a value of
±9.6mm). Thus, evaluations of error between the point clouds and mesh models do not reveal any larger errors introduced in the meshing step than what errors were present in the point cloud due to LIDAR noise and scan alignment errors. However, this amount of error means that the LIDAR models will definitely not be useful in analyzing errors on order of the 3D resolution of the reconstructed model, (expected to be around 0.24mm).

**Figure A.8:** Histogram of distances between point cloud constructed from LIDAR scans and mesh built from the point cloud for basalt rock

**Figure A.9:** Histogram of distances between point cloud constructed from LIDAR scans and mesh built from the point cloud for lava rock

**Figure A.10:** Histogram of distances between point cloud constructed from LIDAR scans and mesh built from the point cloud for lace rock

### A.3 Rock Faces

The planned-view-trajectory modeling process partitions a feature to be modeled into some number of planar faces, so the rock samples in this laboratory experimentation were also
divided into planar faces. Division into faces is necessary because view and illumination angles are expressed relative to each face’s local frame in view trajectory planning. The faces have varying degrees of fine and coarse texture. Faces were selected manually as subsets of the coarse model. Fig. A.11 shows the faces for basalt, Fig. A.12 shows the faces for lava, and Fig. A.13 shows the faces for lace.

Figure A.11: Faces for basalt rock
Figure A.12: Faces for lava rock
Figure A.13: Faces for lace rock
### A.4 Aligning to Coarse Models and Masking Image Segments

In order to study results for individual rock faces when several rock faces and laboratory background objects appear in an image, binary masks were used to identify which pixels were associated with a particular face. These masks were automatically generated. First, a binary mask was generated from the image, segmenting rock from non-rock. This mask was then used to align with the coarse mesh model of the rock discussed in Section A.2. Then, given that the face positions are known relative to the coarse model, masks for each individual face can be generated.

Several variations on the method to generate binary masks from images were used, depending on the dataset, since different approaches worked better for different rocks. A first step either thresholded the image (using the red channel for lava, a combination of thresholded channels for basalt) or clustered the results of Gabor filtering (for lace, lace small angles, lava small angles, basalt small angles). This gave a binary label to each pixel. Because results at the individual pixel level were somewhat noisy, the binary image was dilated and eroded with the goal of getting more solid regions. These regions were segmented and labeled, and the contiguous region that enclosed a sample area that was expected to be on the rock became a binary one, all other regions binary zero. A hole fill operation, which fills all zero-marked regions that cannot be reached from the edge of the image with ones, is also used in some cases. See Fig. A.14 for an illustration of this process [92]. One rock mask is required for each rock-camera relative pose. The light closest to the camera position is used in generating rock masks, to minimize cast shadows.

![Figure A.14: Process of generating rock masks. (a) original image, (b) visualization of the Gabor filter results, (c) clustering of Gabor filter results, (d) dilate, (e) erode, (f) labeled segment](image-url)
The process of generating rock masks from images generally worked well, although there were some problems, especially with the colored side of the basalt rock and the higher tripod angles for all rocks. For higher tripod angles, parts of the turntable sometimes get included in the mask (see Fig. A.15). Also, for turntable and tripod configurations where the rock did not take up the center pixels of the image, the rock mask generation process would give the inverse mask (masking out the rock, instead of everything but the rock). For the relatively small number of configurations where this was the case, the rock mask process was re-run with a slightly different window of interest to identify the rock.

![Figure A.15: Example of a case where the mask generation process encountered challenges. (a) original image, (b) detected mask, (c) “rock” part of original image, (d) “not rock” part of original image](image)

For rock face masks, the rock mask (created as described above) is used to align the coarse model to the image. The coarse mesh model is transformed into the expected pose relative to the camera, given the tripod and turntable angles. This transformed mesh is then used to generate a binary mask. The two masks are then compared, and the sum of the pixels for which they do not agree becomes the error. A new simulated image, and thus a new error value, can be computed for each change in camera position (x, y, z) and orientation (Euler angles about x, y, and z) relative to the initial camera pose. This error is minimized using Nelder-Mead Simplex optimization [93].

Examples of alignment between photo and coarse mesh are shown in Fig. A.16. Fig. A.16a shows a case where alignment worked well. Fig. A.16b and Fig. A.16c show cases where

---

2The *fminsearch* function from Matlab was used for this operation
alignment worked fairly well, despite shadows in the photograph that obscured part of the rock (see Fig. A.17 for the photographs corresponding to these cases). The alignment method involves non-linear optimization with no guarantee of finding the global minimum, and thus it is prone to getting stuck in local minima. Fig. A.16d shows a case where alignment did not work very well.

Alignment was improved by taking advantage of the fact that, (in most cases), the set of images for one tripod angle was fixed while the turntable was rotated, and the motion of a rock relative to the camera due to turntable rotation is known much more precisely (to 0.5 degrees) than the motion due to camera position and tilt. Alignment results were manually inspected and classified into “good” and “bad”. Then, for the “good” cases, the turntable rotation was taken out of the transformation found by automatic alignment (by multiplying by the inverse). An average of all the transformations for a given tripod angle was computed (each transformation was converted to a twist vector and then the median twist vector was
computed). This was then used to get a better starting estimate for rock-camera relative pose. The automatic alignment process was then re-run, producing better results for cases that had been “bad”.

Once the rock pose is known, the coarse model can be used to determine where each face would project into the image. A mesh model is created for each face by cropping the coarse mesh model (see Section A.2) to only the triangles that represent the selected face. Another mesh is created for the portions of the coarse mesh not covered by a face. This enables an individual face to be set to white while all other parts of the coarse mesh are set to black such that when rendered against a black background, only the selected face appears white and a binary mask can be created. This method also ensures that faces on the back side of the rock will be properly occluded. A new set of face masks is created for each rock-to-camera relative pose by transforming the meshes based on the aligned pose. A threshold value for the number of one-valued pixels in the mask is used to avoid creating masks where the face is partially or completely occluded. An example is shown in Fig. A.18.

![Example face mask. Rendering of model with everything except the selected face in black (left), and binary mask after setting the background to black (right)](image)

**A.5 Data Processing**

The following metrics were computed from the laboratory data: number of features detected (for a single image), number of features matched (for pairs of images), and median and standard deviation of error for points in a reconstructed model (for pairs of images).

Features were detected using SIFT [70]. Feature matching for SIFT was done using the keypoint matching executable associated with Bundler [62, 63]. Model reconstruction was done using Bundler [62, 63]. Comparison of reconstructed models with coarse was done using point to mesh comparison in CloudCompare [91].

Rock masks or face masks, created as described in Section A.4, are used to filter features before reporting the number of features detected or attempting to match features between images. Fig. A.19 shows an example of filtering detected features using a mask. The alignment done in Section A.4 was used to determine the position and orientation of each face for computing view and illumination angles.
Different rock faces are different sizes, and the size of a given face changes depending on the view angle and camera distance, so a raw number of features detected is not easily compared across different tripod and turntable angles. Instead, number of features detected is reported as number of features detected per pixel area. (This is computed by dividing by the number of pixels in the mask used).

The number of features matched is, of course, dependent on the number of features detected in each image of the pair on which matching is conducted. The number of features matched can never be greater than the number of features in the image with the greater number of features detected, and if the matches are valid, it should never be greater than the number of features in the image with the smaller number of features detected. Thus, instead of raw number of features matched, the number of features matched is reported as a percentage of the number of features in the image with the smaller number of features detected.

For reconstructed models, the raw structure-from-motion result out of Bundler is only a reconstruction up to scale. Thus, the scale must be adjusted before any comparisons are done. The scale adjustment is computed by comparing the distance between cameras in the Bundler result with the distance between camera positions relative to the rock expressed in a rock-fixed frame. In other words, for turntable rotation, while in reality the camera does not move and the rock is rotated, but if the camera position is expressed in a rock-fixed reference frame, it does change with turntable rotation, and this change is used to adjust the scale of the Bundler result. The result is also transformed using the reference frame of whichever camera is ‘camera 1’ in Bundler such that all reconstructions can be compared to the coarse mesh model. Even after scale adjustment and transformation into a common frame, however, there is generally some amount of misalignment between the coarse mesh model and the reconstructed model. A point-cloud-to-mesh distance comparison is done between the reconstructed point cloud and the coarse mesh model, which computes an error for each point. The median and standard deviation of this error are reported. See Fig. A.20 for an example of point to mesh comparison. In cases where the reconstruction failed completely, both median and standard deviation of error can be quite large (hundreds or even thousands of meters). Thus, to show detail for more successful reconstructions, plots of median and standard deviation are shown on a limited scale, with all datapoints above the maximum on the limited scale clamped to the maximum value.
Figure A.20: Comparing a reconstructed point cloud to the coarse mesh model. Points in the reconstructed cloud are colored by distance from the mesh.
Appendix B

Field Sites

B.1 King’s Bowl Pit

King’s Bowl pit is located along Idaho’s Great Rift, in the Craters of the Moon National Monument and Preserve. The pit was formed due to a steam explosion along the rift. It is approximately 76 m long, 30 m wide and 30 m deep. At one end, the pit provides entrance into a deeper cave. While the formation mechanisms of pits on the Moon are likely different from this pit, pits associated with rift systems have been identified on Mars [8]. This pit also provides a good functional analog for planetary pit modeling. Rock layers can be identified in the pit walls, and the identification of shape and material properties for pit wall layers is a useful science objective, facilitating study of the formation of pits and their surrounding geological environments. Data collected at this site include LIDAR scans integrated to build a model of the pit and over 5000 images from tripod-mounted DSLR cameras at surveyed positions [81].

Figure B.1: Sample image from the King’s Bowl dataset.
B.2 Indian Tunnel

Indian Tunnel is a lava tube cave in Idaho’s Craters of the Moon National Monument and Preserve. It has several skylight pits. Evidence of lava tubes has been identified on the surface of both the Moon and Mars [94, 8]. Data collected at this site include LIDAR scans integrated to build a model of the pit and 612 images from tripod-mounted DSLR cameras [81].

Figure B.2: Sample image from the Indian Tunnel dataset.

B.3 Pluto’s Cave

Pluto’s Cave is a lava tube cave in Siskiyou, California. It has several skylights. Data collected at this site include over 1700 images from a hand-held DSLR camera.

Figure B.3: Sample image from the Pluto’s Cave dataset.
B.4 Meteor Crater

Meteor Crater, or the Barringer Meteorite Crater, is a crater in the desert near Flagstaff, Arizona. It is 1.2km in diameter and 180m deep [95]. It was formed by a meteorite impact 50,000 years ago. Craters are found on all rocky planetary bodies, making this a broadly applicable planetary analog site. Data collected at this site include 240 images from a hand-held cell phone camera.

![Sample image from the Meteor Crater dataset.](image)

B.5 Grand Canyon

The Grand Canyon is a nearly 1.5km-deep canyon in Arizona. It is an analog for canyons on Mars. While the entire canyon is about 445 km long, a particular rock formation at Maricopa Point was targeted for imaging (see Fig. B.5). Data collected at this site include 107 images from a hand-held cell phone camera.

![Sample image from the Grand Canyon dataset.](image)

---

1Dimension data taken from the description of Grand Canyon National Park as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, found at http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/75
Appendix C

PDDL Files

C.1 PDDL 2.2 Domain File for Partial Description of OPTWIND for Pit Modeling

(define (domain SimpleRover)
  (:requirements :typing :quantified-preconditions :durative-actions)
  (:types
    LocationTime - object
    locatable - object
    Rover - locatable
    Target - object
    Location - object
    Time - object
  )
  (:predicates
    (at ?loc - locatable ?loc1 - LocationTime)
    (connected ?loc - LocationTime ?loc1 - LocationTime)
    (isat ?loc - LocationTime ?loc1 - Location)
    (visible ?tar - Target ?loc - Location)
    (istime ?loc - LocationTime ?tim - Time)
    (lit ?tar - Target ?tim - Time)
    (available ?loc - LocationTime)
    (viewed ?tar - Target)
  )
  (:durative-action move
    :parameters (?self - Rover ?to - LocationTime ?from - LocationTime)
    :duration (= ?duration 1)
    :condition
      (at start
        (and
(at ?self ?from)
  (connected ?from ?to)
)
)
:effect
  (at end
    (and
      (at ?self ?to)
      (not (at ?self ?from))
    )
  )
)

(:action view
 :parameters (?self - Rover ?targetpatch - Target ?from - LocationTime)
 :precondition
  (and
    (at ?self ?from)
    (exists (?l - Location) (and (visible ?targetpatch ?l) (isat ?from ?l)))
    (exists (?t - Time) (and (lit ?targetpatch ?t) (istime ?from ?t)))
  )
:effect
  (viewed ?targetpatch)
)
)

C.2  PDDL 2.2 Problem File for Partial Description of OPTWIND for Pit Modeling

(define (problem Planning_Problem)
  (:domain SimpleRover)
  (:objects
    RoverObject - Rover
    loctime_1_1 - LocationTime
    loctime_1_2 - LocationTime
    loctime_1_3 - LocationTime
    loctime_1_4 - LocationTime
    loctime_1_5 - LocationTime
    loctime_1_6 - LocationTime
    target1 - Target
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target3 - Target
target2 - Target
target4 - Target
target5 - Target
target6 - Target
loc1 - Location
loc2 - Location
loc3 - Location
loc4 - Location
loc5 - Location
loc6 - Location
loctime_5_3 - LocationTime
loctime_2_1 - LocationTime
loctime_2_2 - LocationTime
loctime_2_3 - LocationTime
loctime_2_4 - LocationTime
loctime_2_5 - LocationTime
loctime_2_6 - LocationTime
loctime_3_1 - LocationTime
loctime_3_2 - LocationTime
loctime_3_4 - LocationTime
loctime_3_5 - LocationTime
loctime_3_6 - LocationTime
loctime_3_3 - LocationTime
loctime_4_1 - LocationTime
loctime_4_2 - LocationTime
loctime_4_3 - LocationTime
loctime_4_4 - LocationTime
loctime_4_5 - LocationTime
loctime_4_6 - LocationTime
loctime_5_1 - LocationTime
loctime_5_2 - LocationTime
loctime_5_4 - LocationTime
loctime_5_5 - LocationTime
loctime_5_6 - LocationTime
time1 - Time
time2 - Time
time3 - Time
time4 - Time
time5 - Time
)
(:init
(connected loctime_4_3 loctime_4_2)
(connected loctime_4_4 loctime_4_3)
(connected loctime_4_5 loctime_4_4)
(connected loctime_4_6 loctime_4_5)
(connected loctime_4_1 loctime_4_6)
(connected loctime_5_1 loctime_5_2)
(connected loctime_5_2 loctime_5_3)
(connected loctime_5_3 loctime_5_4)
(connected loctime_5_4 loctime_5_5)
(connected loctime_5_5 loctime_5_6)
(connected loctime_5_6 loctime_5_1)
(connected loctime_5_2 loctime_5_1)
(connected loctime_5_3 loctime_5_2)
(connected loctime_5_4 loctime_5_3)
(connected loctime_5_5 loctime_5_4)
(connected loctime_5_6 loctime_5_5)
(connected loctime_5_1 loctime_5_6)
(connected loctime_3_4 loctime_3_3)
(connected loctime_1_1 loctime_2_1)
(connected loctime_1_1 loctime_2_2)
(connected loctime_1_1 loctime_2_6)
(connected loctime_1_2 loctime_2_1)
(connected loctime_1_2 loctime_2_2)
(connected loctime_1_2 loctime_2_3)
(connected loctime_1_3 loctime_2_2)
(connected loctime_1_3 loctime_2_3)
(connected loctime_1_3 loctime_2_4)
(connected loctime_1_4 loctime_2_3)
(connected loctime_1_4 loctime_2_4)
(connected loctime_1_4 loctime_2_5)
(connected loctime_1_5 loctime_2_4)
(connected loctime_1_5 loctime_2_5)
(connected loctime_1_5 loctime_2_6)
(connected loctime_1_6 loctime_2_5)
(connected loctime_1_6 loctime_2_6)
(connected loctime_1_6 loctime_2_1)
(connected loctime_2_1 loctime_3_1)
(connected loctime_2_1 loctime_3_2)
(connected loctime_2_1 loctime_3_6)
(connected loctime_2_2 loctime_3_1)
(connected loctime_2_2 loctime_3_2)
(connected loctime_2_2 loctime_3_3)
(connected loctime_2_3 loctime_3_2)
(connected loctime_2_3 loctime_3_3)
(connected loctime_2_3 loctime_3_4)
(connected loctime_2_4 loctime_3_3)
(connected loctime_2_4 loctime_3_4)
(connected loctime_2_4 loctime_3_5)
(connected loctime_2_5 loctime_3_4)
(connected loctime_2_5 loctime_3_5)
(connected loctime_2_5 loctime_3_6)
(connected loctime_2_6 loctime_3_5)
(connected loctime_2_6 loctime_3_6)
(connected loctime_2_6 loctime_3_1)
(connected loctime_3_1 loctime_4_1)
(connected loctime_3_1 loctime_4_2)
(connected loctime_3_1 loctime_4_6)
(connected loctime_3_2 loctime_4_1)
(connected loctime_3_2 loctime_4_2)
(connected loctime_3_2 loctime_4_3)
(connected loctime_3_3 loctime_4_2)
(connected loctime_3_3 loctime_4_3)
(connected loctime_3_3 loctime_4_4)
(connected loctime_3_4 loctime_4_3)
(connected loctime_3_4 loctime_4_4)
(connected loctime_3_4 loctime_4_5)
(connected loctime_3_5 loctime_4_4)
(connected loctime_3_5 loctime_4_5)
(connected loctime_3_5 loctime_4_6)
(connected loctime_3_6 loctime_4_5)
(connected loctime_3_6 loctime_4_6)
(connected loctime_3_6 loctime_4_1)
(connected loctime_4_1 loctime_5_1)
(connected loctime_4_1 loctime_5_2)
(connected loctime_4_1 loctime_5_6)
(connected loctime_4_2 loctime_5_1)
(connected loctime_4_2 loctime_5_2)
(connected loctime_4_2 loctime_5_3)
(connected loctime_4_3 loctime_5_2)
(connected loctime_4_3 loctime_5_3)
(connected loctime_4_3 loctime_5_4)
(connected loctime_4_4 loctime_5_3)
(connected loctime_4_4 loctime_5_4)
(connected loctime_4_4 loctime_5_5)
(connected loctime_4_5 loctime_5_4)
(connected loctime_4_5 loctime_5_5)
(connected loctime_4_5 loctime_5_6)
(connected loctime_4_6 loctime_5_5)
(connected loctime_4_6 loctime_5_6)
(connected loctime_4_6 loctime_5_1)
(isat loctime_1_1 loc1)
(isat loctime_2_1 loc1)
(isat loctime_3_1 loc1)
(isat loctime_4_1 loc1)
(isat loctime_5_1 loc1)
(isat loctime_1_2 loc2)
(isat loctime_2_2 loc2)
(isat loctime_3_2 loc2)
(isat loctime_4_2 loc2)
(isat loctime_5_2 loc2)
(isat loctime_1_3 loc3)
(isat loctime_2_3 loc3)
(isat loctime_3_3 loc3)
(isat loctime_4_3 loc3)
(isat loctime_5_3 loc3)
(isat loctime_1_4 loc4)
(isat loctime_2_4 loc4)
(isat loctime_3_4 loc4)
(isat loctime_4_4 loc4)
(isat loctime_5_4 loc4)
(isat loctime_1_5 loc5)
(isat loctime_2_5 loc5)
(isat loctime_3_5 loc5)
(isat loctime_4_5 loc5)
(isat loctime_5_5 loc5)
(isat loctime_1_6 loc6)
(isat loctime_2_6 loc6)
(isat loctime_3_6 loc6)
(isat loctime_4_6 loc6)
(isat loctime_5_6 loc6)
(istime loctime_1_1 time1)
(istime loctime_1_2 time1)
(istime loctime_1_3 time1)
(istime loctime_1_4 time1)
(istime loctime_1_5 time1)
(istime loctime_1_6 time1)
(istime loctime_2_1 time2)
(istime loctime_2_2 time2)
(istime loctime_2_3 time2)
(istime loctime_2_4 time2)
(istime loctime_2_5 time2)
(istime loctime_2_6 time2)
(istime loctime_3_1 time3)
(istime loctime_3_2 time3)
(istime loctime_3_3 time3)
(istime loctime_3_4 time3)
(istime loctime_3_5 time3)
(istime loctime_3_6 time3)
(istime loctime_4_1 time4)
(istime loctime_4_2 time4)
(istime loctime_4_3 time4)
(istime loctime_4_4 time4)
(istime loctime_4_5 time4)
(istime loctime_4_6 time4)
(istime loctime_5_1 time5)
(istime loctime_5_2 time5)
(istime loctime_5_3 time5)
(istime loctime_5_4 time5)
(istime loctime_5_5 time5)
(istime loctime_5_6 time5)
(istime loctime_5_7 time5)
(visible target1 loc3)
(visible target1 loc4)
(visible target1 loc5)
(visible target2 loc4)
(visible target2 loc5)
(visible target2 loc6)
(visible target3 loc1)
(visible target3 loc5)
(visible target3 loc6)
(visible target4 loc1)
(visible target4 loc2)
(visible target4 loc6)
(visible target5 loc1)
(visible target5 loc2)
(visible target5 loc3)
(visible target6 loc2)
(visible target6 loc3)
(visible target6 loc4)
(:goal
  (and
    (at RoverObject loctime_1_1)
    (lit target1 time2)
    (lit target1 time3)
    (lit target1 time4)
    (lit target2 time1)
    (lit target2 time2)
    (lit target2 time3)
    (lit target3 time1)
    (lit target3 time2)
    (lit target5 time4)
    (lit target5 time5)
    (lit target6 time3)
    (lit target6 time4)
    (lit target6 time5)
    (at RoverObject loctime_1_1)
  )
)
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